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Abstract
Background The tiger mosquito has spread to many European countries over the last years. Due to
climate change, it is just a matter of time before the tiger mosquito will have settled permanently in
the Netherlands as well. This could have serious consequences for public health, due to the tiger
mosquito’s ability to transmit several tropic viruses. As virus transmission has not occurred yet, tiger
mosquito-related prevention in the Netherlands currently concerns vector control. Although a variety
of international guidelines is available, it is unknown to what extent the recommended prevention
measures are adopted and effective in practice in the current vector control infrastructure.
Aim The aim of this research is to conceptualise the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention and to evaluate the current infrastructure in the Netherlands based on this conceptual
model.
Methods To conceptualise the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention, we first
explored the policy arrangements and implementation theory. The policy theory generated a better
understanding of the concept “organisation”. In order to develop a tailored model which was more
applicable to tiger mosquito-related disease prevention, the international guidelines and evidencebased measures for the prevention of tiger mosquito-related diseases were studied, along with the
strategic approach in Italy and Thailand. This was done through a literature study and a document
analysis. These were synthesised to a conceptual model for the organisation of tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention. Secondly, the current infrastructure of infectious disease control and tiger
mosquito control in the Netherlands was explored through another document analysis. Thirdly, six indepth interviews were conducted with participants involved in tiger mosquito-related prevention in
the Netherlands.
Results The emerging conceptual model for the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention comprises the following six issue-related substance elements: integrated surveillance and
outbreak preparedness; diagnosis and case management; integrated vector management; future
vaccine implementation; research; and discourses; and the following seven organisational conditions:
formal rules; coalitions, coordination and collaboration; organisational structure; advocacy and
resource mobilisation; communication and public education; capacity-building; and monitoring and
evaluation. It seems that the Netherlands already has an extensive outbreak control infrastructure.
The current communication strategy in relation to the tiger mosquito seems to be rather reserved, in
order to avoid public concern. As a result, citizens and municipalities do not consider the tiger
mosquito as a problem of their own and are not stimulated to take preventive actions. Furthermore,
the sectors of vector control and disease control operate in a relatively separate way. Sectors related
to water management and the spatial domain are currently not involved in the prevention, but could
be relevant partners. The interviews also pointed out that the current vector control strategy might no
longer work if the Netherlands would enter an advanced stage. In that case, other mosquito control
techniques will be needed. Finally, the coordination over the control of the tiger mosquito will be
decentralised to municipalities in the long-run. Municipalities should be prepared for this moment.
Conclusion The emerging conceptual model can be used to monitor and evaluate a tiger mosquitorelated disease prevention programme. The Netherlands is currently adopting a prevention strategy
which is concentrated on vector control. The potential of the other components of prevention does
not seem to be taken into account. Furthermore, the current communication strategy seems to work
counterproductive. Finally, a generic informative protocol could provide grip to municipalities when
the coordination over the control of the tiger mosquito will be decentralised in the future.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The Asian tiger mosquito
The Aedes albopictus, better known as the Asian tiger mosquito (henceforth called tiger mosquito), is
quickly expanding into the Northern hemisphere. This aggressive species originally comes from
Southeast Asia, but has also been active in Southern Europe for many years. The most recently known
distribution of the tiger mosquito in Europe is illustrated below in Figure 1. This figure shows that a
variety of European countries already have their hands full with this mosquito (Liu-Helmersson et al.,
2016). Tiger mosquitoes typically lay eggs close to standing water in water-holding containers (A.
Fischer, Chudej, & Pesch, 2019). They are able to adapt to new environments easily, to hibernate and
to take shelter in microhabitats (A. Fischer et al., 2019). It is predicted that the tiger mosquito will
further spread and establish broadly throughout Europe (Kraemer et al., 2019; Medlock et al., 2012).
The estimated rate that it will spread in Europe is approximately 100 kilometres per year. The past five
years however, the rate of spread increased to as much as 150 kilometres per year (Kraemer et al.,
2019).

Figure 1. Current known distribution of the Asian tiger mosquito in August 2019. Reprinted from Aedes albopictus - current
known distribution: August 2019, by European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 2019, Retrieved from
https://ecdc.europa.eu/en/publications-data/aedes-albopictus-current-known-distribution-august-2019

Consequences for public health
Tiger mosquitoes can cause concern for different reasons. First of all, the tiger mosquito is known to
be a nuisance biting species. Besides being a day-time biter, it is a very persistent biter (Baldacchino et
al., 2017; Medlock et al., 2012).
7

According to a study from Cancrini et al. (2003) which was conducted in Padova, Italy, tiger mosquitoes
bite on average between 30 and 48 times per hour. Even more importantly, tiger mosquitoes are able
to transmit tropical viruses, such as Dengue virus (DENV), Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) and Zika virus
(ZIKV) (Sanyaolu et al., 2019). Dengue, Chikungunya and Zika are mosquito-borne viral diseases which
can be transmitted to humans by infected mosquitoes. All three diseases pose a severe threat to public
health worldwide (Sanyaolu et al., 2019). Mosquitoes become infected when they bite a person who
is already infected with the virus. Infected mosquitoes can in turn spread the virus to others persons
by biting (Schaffner & Mathis, 2014). Dengue affects more than 100 countries with tropical and
subtropical climates all around the world, but is relatively new to Europe (Aranda et al., 2018). The
global incidence of Dengue is now 30 times as large as it was 50 years ago, which makes Dengue the
most quickly spreading mosquito-borne disease (MBD) worldwide (Schaffner & Mathis, 2014). DENV
has four serotypes. An infection generally does not lead to disease, and if it does, it is usually mild,
characterised by fever, rash and overall malaise. The disease can develop differently if one catches a
second infection, caused by one of the other three DENV serotypes. In that case, Dengue can develop
into severe Dengue, which is a potentially deadly complication of Dengue, characterised by severe
bleeding (Sanyaolu et al., 2019).
Chikungunya is generally found in parts of Africa, Asia, India and the Caribbean and is also rather new
to Europe. It gets its name from the Makonde language. Chikungunya means ‘that which bends up’,
because patients usually experience extreme rheumatological pain (Naz & Bashir, 2017). In contrast to
DENV, a high percentage (60 to 80 percent) of those infected with CHIKV actually gets sick (Nakkhara,
Chongsuvivatwong, & Thammapalo, 2013). Symptoms include sudden fever, severe headache, chills,
muscle and joint pain, rash and fatigue (Sanyaolu et al., 2019). About 40 percent of those infected
develop chronic Chikungunya, which is characterised by rheumatic complaints that can persist for
years (McCarthy, Davenport, & Morrison, 2018).
Similar to Dengue, Zika affects many countries in Africa, the Americas, Asia and the Pacific (Jupille,
Seixas, Mousson, Sousa, & Failloux, 2016). Infection with ZIKV causes generally mild symptoms
including fever, conjunctivitis, rash, muscle and joint pain, malaise and headache (Sanyaolu et al.,
2019). Most people infected with ZIKV do not develop any symptoms. However, infection with ZIKV
during pregnancy may cause children to be born with microcephaly as well as other congenital
malformations. This is called congenital Zika syndrome (Asad & Carpenter, 2018).
In the last couple of years, several European countries have experienced outbreaks of DENV and CHIKV
(Semenza & Suk, 2017). Particularly Mediterranean countries suffered from both small and large
outbreaks of Dengue and Chikungunya over the last twelve years. In 2007 and 2017, Italy had two
major outbreaks of Chikungunya with each hundreds of patients (Rezza, 2018). Furthermore, a large
Dengue outbreak occurred in the Portuguese autonomous region of Madeira with more than 2,200
cases between October 2012 and January 2013, plus an additional 78 cases which were reported by
Europeans who had been travelling on the island (Schaffner & Mathis, 2014). Other autochthonous
Dengue outbreaks occurred in France and Croatia in 2010 (Semenza & Suk, 2017). With regard to Zika,
although several imported cases have been reported in Europe, the risk of a disease outbreak in Europe
remains low (Jupille et al., 2016). A study from Jupille et al. (2016), assessing the risk of ZIKV for Europe,
found that tiger mosquitoes from Europe are not particularly susceptible to ZIKV.
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Introduction into the Netherlands
From 2005 onwards, tiger mosquitoes have repeatedly and regularly been identified at used care tire
and lucky bamboo import companies in the Netherlands (Beeuwkes, Den Hartog, Dik, & Scholte, 2011;
National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2018c). Used car tires are currently the main
route by which these mosquitoes are introduced into the Netherlands (Brandwagt, Stroo, Braks, &
Fanoy, 2015). Tires are extremely suitable as a breeding space, because they can serve as a reservoir
for clean rain water (Medlock et al., 2012). Mosquitoes lay their eggs in the tire just above the water
surface and the laid eggs are brought along when imported in the Netherlands. Also the import of lucky
bamboo plants is a possible route of introduction, by which eggs and larvae are brought along in the
humid transportation containers (Brandwagt et al., 2015; Hofhuis et al., 2009).
Due to climate change and globalisation, it is difficult to keep the tiger mosquito out of the Netherlands
(Asad & Carpenter, 2018; Liu-Helmersson et al., 2016). Like many other areas in Europe, practically
every region in the Netherlands is climatologically suitable for the tiger mosquito to establish (Semenza
& Suk, 2017). Therefore, it is just a matter of time before the tiger mosquito will have established
permanently in the Netherlands, with all its possible consequences (Huynen et al., 2019).
Despite its regular appearance in the Netherlands, transmission of tropical mosquito-borne viruses has
not yet taken place. Current prevention measures with regard to the tiger mosquito in the Netherlands
therefore concern vector control. These measures include monitoring at risk locations (used care tire
and lucky bamboo import companies, Schiphol airport, auctions and the port of Rotterdam), using
insecticides and removing breeding spaces (National Government, 2019a; Netherlands Food and
Consumer Product Safety Authority, 2014).

1.2 Problem statement
When the tiger mosquito becomes established, several MBDs which are now absent in the
Netherlands, could become a public health problem if they are introduced (Takumi et al., 2009). This
indicates that in the future, the occurrence of a disease outbreak of Dengue, Chikungunya or Zika in
the Netherlands would not be unthinkable. This research focuses on the prevention of all three
aforementioned diseases, because virus transmission and prevention appears to be very similar
(Sanyaolu et al., 2019). According to a review from Schaffner and Mathis (2014) on Dengue vectors in
the World Health Organization (WHO) European region, several European countries have created
control and surveillance programmes for Dengue vectors, but only few of those include the actual
disease. This also accounts for the Netherlands. While countries such as Italy and France possess
national strategies to prevent tiger mosquito-related diseases (La Ministre des Affaires Sociales de la
Santé et des Droits des Femmes, 2015; Radaelli et al., 2018), prevention in the Netherlands currently
concerns vector control. At this moment, the Netherlands is situated in a stage of incidental mosquito
occurrences. However, keeping in mind the tiger mosquito’s estimated rate of spread, it might not
take long before the next stage is reached in which the tiger mosquito will be established at a much
larger scale, without diseases being transmitted (Huynen et al., 2019).
It is important recognise that the Netherlands already has an infrastructure of infectious disease
control, indicating that such a system does not need to be build up from scratch (National Institute for
Public Health and the Environment, 2017). Although a variety of international guidelines is available
concerning the prevention of tiger mosquito-related diseases (World Health Organization, 2009,
2012a), not much is known about their applicability to the Netherlands.
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In other words, it is unknown to what extent the recommended prevention measures are adopted and
effective in practice in the current vector control infrastructure.

1.3 Aim and research questions
The aim of this research is to conceptualise the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention and to evaluate the current infrastructure in the Netherlands based on this conceptual
model. A comparable design is used rather than an explanatory design. To be able to conceptualise the
organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention, one should first understand how disease
prevention and vector control relate to each other. The definitions of both terms are described below
in Box 1.
Box 1. Disease prevention versus vector control
Disease prevention involves actions intended to avoid the manifestation of disease, along with early
detection when this increases the chance for positive health outcomes (World Health Organization
Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean, 2020).
Vector control concerns “activities to reduce the population of vectors or to reduce human contact
with vectors” (World Health Organization, 2012b, p.1).
According to the WHO (2012b), vector control is an essential component of MBD prevention. This,
along with the definitions in Box 1, indicates that disease prevention comprises more than vector
control alone. The newly generated knowledge from this research could contribute to the
development of a more inclusive organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention in the
Netherlands.
Related to the aim of this research, the following six research questions are formulated:
1. Which conditions for tiger mosquito-related disease prevention emerge from the scientific
literature and international guidelines?
2. Which conditions for tiger mosquito-related disease prevention emerge from the organisation
and strategic approach in Italy and Thailand?
3. How can the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention be conceptualised?
4. Given the increase in vector incidence (while no tiger mosquito-related diseases have occurred
yet), how is tiger mosquito-related disease prevention integrated in the infrastructure of
infectious disease control in the Netherlands and how does this relate to the international
guidelines?
5. Which barriers and facilitators to implement tiger mosquito-related disease prevention
measures in the current infrastructure in the Netherlands emerge from practice?
6. Which lessons can be drawn from these findings for the organisation of tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention in the Netherlands?
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2. Theory
To determine how the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention can be
conceptualised, it is relevant to first look into the policy literature. The organisation of tiger mosquitorelated disease prevention comprises both the concepts “organisation” and “prevention”. Given the
high level of abstraction of the concept “organisation”, the policy literature is needed to get a better
understanding of this concept.
The organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention is a policy issue which requires integral
and intersectoral collaboration (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2019d;
World Health Organization, 2012a). Besides policy, “organisation” also involves implementation. The
implementation of tiger mosquito-related policy takes place in a decentralised way (Brandwagt et al.,
2015). Therefore, it is important to also take into account the conditions for the implementation of
policy. This makes the likelihood that policy goals are met as high as possible (Coolsma, 2008).
In this chapter, the Policy Arrangement Approach and the Actors-Factors Model are used to get a
better understanding of the concepts policy and implementation. These theoretical approaches are
not intended as explanatory models, but rather as conceptual starting points to make something as
abstract as “organisation” researchable. The policy literature makes us aware that “organisation”
comprises both substance aspects and organisational conditions. In this way, the policy literature
operates as a stepping stone for further conceptualisation of the organisation of tiger mosquitorelated disease prevention.
This chapter starts with an explanation of both theoretical approaches, followed by a critical reflection.
It ends with a newly developed conceptual model of the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention. This conceptual model will serve as a starting point for further development, to make it
more applicable to tiger mosquito-related disease prevention.

2.1 Policy Arrangement Approach
The Policy Arrangement Approach (PAA) is developed by Van Tatenhove, Arts and Leroy (2000) and
offers a structured way to connect policy changes to bigger structural changes in society and the
political domain. The PAA is based on multi-actor network models (Wiering & Arts, 2006). It is rooted
in the field of environmental policy and operates as a ‘meso-level approach’ for studying and
understanding change and stability in policy processes (Arts, Leroy, & van Tatenhove, 2006).
Arts et al. (2006, p.96) define policy arrangements as “the temporary stabilisation of the content and
organisation of a policy domain”. As can be seen in Figure 2, policy arrangements always include the
aspects substance (objectives, measures, principles), as well as organisation (departments,
procedures, instruments, task division, competence) (Arts & Van Tatenhove, 2005). According to
Liefferink (2006), the aspect organisation is derived from the network theories developed by Marsh
and Rhodes (1992). What makes the PAA truly different from other multi-actor network models is the
substance aspect (Liefferink, 2006). Policy arrangements may develop at different levels of policy
making: at the local level, national level or international level (Arts & Van Tatenhove, 2005).
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Figure 2. Operationalisation scheme of the concept "policy arrangement", based on Arts et al. (2006) and Arts and Van
Tatenhove (2005).

Figure 2 shows that the PAA consists of four dimensions: (i) discourses and programmes; (ii) rules of
the game; (iii) power and influence; and (iv) actors and coalitions. According to Wiering and Arts (2006),
power and influence, actors and coalitions and (some) rules refer to the aspect organisation. On the
other hand, discourses and programmes and (various other) rules refer to the aspect substance. Rules
belong to the aspect substance if they are informal (Wiering & Arts, 2006). The relations between the
concept, its aspects and its dimensions are indicated with arrows in Figure 2. The lines between the
four dimensions show that the dimensions are all interconnected. This means that a change in one
dimension has consequences for the other dimensions (Wiering & Arts, 2006). According to Liefferink
(2006), this interconnectedness is important for understanding the policy arrangements at a particular
point in time. Each dimension of the PAA will now be explained.
The first dimension of the PAA is discourses and programmes. Hajer (1995, p. 44) defines a policy
discourse as “a specific ensemble of ideas, concepts, and categorisations that are produced,
reproduced and transformed in a particular set of practices and through which meaning is given to
physical and social realities”. Arts et al. (2006) define discourses slightly different. According to Arts et
al., (2006, p.99), “the concept discourse refers to the views and narratives of the actors involved – in
terms of norms and values, definitions of problems and approaches to solutions”. In this research, the
definition of Arts et al. (2006) is adopted. The second part of this dimension concerns programmes. As
cited from Arts et al. (2006, p.99), “the concept of programme refers to the specific policy documents
and measures”. To analyse this dimension of the PAA, Arts et al. (2006, p.99) have come up with a set
of questions. These are as follows: “What are the main concepts in policy discourse and the policy
programme? What are the basic assumptions of the policy? What do relevant policy documents
contain? How do the various players in the field interpret the policy concepts and basic assumptions?”.
The second dimension of the PAA is rules of the game. According to Arts et al. (2006, p.99) this
dimension refers to “rules of the game currently in operation, both in terms of actual rules for political
and other forms of interaction, and in terms of formal procedures for pursuit of policy and decisionmaking”. The rules of the game delineate a certain policy domain for actors. They define the actors’
possibilities and constraints.
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Although Arts et al. (2006) only take into account formal rules in their definition, Van Tatenhove et al.
(2000) emphasise the existence of informal rules as well. Formal rules refer to rules which are
consciously designed by humans and written down in laws, constitutions and regulations. On the other
hand, informal rules are formed by the political culture in a policy domain. Informal rules are often
dynamic (Van Tatenhove et al., 2000). Skoog (2005, p.20) argues that “informal rules evolve
spontaneously and unintentionally over time through human interaction, and take the form of
unwritten conventions, routines, customs, codes of conduct and behavioural norms”. Informal rules
are usually self-enforced, as most of the actors consider adhering to them as beneficial (if other actors
do too). Skoog (2005) also states that the actors who do not adhere to the informal rules can expect
the disapproval from the other actors and can even be expelled from the group.
Another dimension of the PAA concerns the division of power and influence between actors. According
to Arts et al. (2006, p.99), “power refers to the mobilisation, division and deployment of resources,
and influence to who determines policy outcomes and how”. Resources can concern money as well as
knowledge and expertise (Arts et al., 2006). To assess power relationships in a policy domain, existing
rules of the game must be reconstructed. Arts et al. (2006, p.99) have formulated a set of questions to
determine these power relationships. These are as follows: “Who decides on the agenda? Who
participates in the policy game? Who is excluded? Who takes the decisions?”.
The fourth dimension of the PAA is actors and coalitions involved in a policy domain. According to Arts
and Van Tatenhove (2005, p.342), “a policy coalition consists of a number of players who share
resources and/or interpretations of a policy discourse, in the context of the rules of the game”.
Consequently, these coalitions have (roughly) the same policy goals. Arts and Van Tatenhove (2005)
argue that this may lead to some coalitions supporting the dominant discourses or rules of the game
(supporting coalitions), while other coalitions may challenge these (challenging coalitions).

Critical analysis
Despite Arts and Van Tatenhove's (2004) statement that policy arrangements may develop at different
levels of policy making (the local, national or international level), the PAA seems to lack a focus on the
local level. The PAA does not include the context of policy implementation, but is instead focused on
the whole design of a policy domain. It can be argued that there is a distance between on the one hand
the formulation and formal organisation of policy (policy design), and on the other hand the local
implementation of policy. If an adequate organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention is
the goal, then it is also important to take into account the context of implementation. For that reason,
it is chosen to include a second model in this research: the Actors-Factors Model.

2.2 Actors-Factors Model
The Actors-Factors Model (AFM) is a model for policy implementation which is developed by Coolsma
(2008). It focuses mainly on the local implementation of policy, which makes it an important addition
to the PAA. The AFM takes a bottom-up approach towards the implementation of policy. This means
that the characteristics of implementers and the processes within the implementing organisations are
central in policy implementation (Coolsma, 2008). Contrarily, a top-down approach would focus more
on the organisational level (Coolsma, 2008).
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According to Coolsma (2008), the conformity of policy performance depends on the (i) the
characteristics of policy and policy theory; (ii) the characteristics of implementing organisations; and
(iii) the characteristics of individual implementers. Coolsma (2008) also argues that environmental
influences can affect policy performance. In Figure 3, the AFM and the interaction between its multiple
factors is illustrated. The double arrows indicate that the factors can influence each other (Coolsma,
2008). Each factor of the AFM will now be shortly described.

Figure 3. The Actors-Factors Model, based on (Coolsma, 2008, p.125).

First of all, the characteristics of policy and policy theory have a large influence on the conformity of
policy performance. Characteristics of policy concern the relation between the goal that an
organisation wants to achieve and the instruments (measures/strategies) which are used. If policy
goals or resources are unclear or too general, implementers might not know what they must or can do
(Coolsma, 2008). Furthermore, policy theory can influence the implementation progress. According to
De Baas (2005, p.36) “a policy theory contains the causal relations between certain instruments and
goals that should be able to be reached with those instruments”. In case false assumptions underlie a
policy, this can lead to poor policy in general (Coolsma, 2008).
Another factor that influences the conformity of policy performance is the characteristics of
implementing organisations. Coolsma (2008) argues that policy implementation can take place in two
types of organisations: a vertical hierarchy (vertical steering) and a horizontal policy network
(horizontal steering). Vertical hierarchy refers to the top-down implementation of policy within an
organisation. In these organisations, there is a defined authority and control structure which looks like
a chain of links. These links descend from most power to least power. The policy gets delegated link by
link and eventually reaches the implementers (Coolsma, 2008). According to Coolsma (2008), the more
links there are in the chain, the larger the difference between planned policy and policy performance.
The counterpart of vertical steering is horizontal steering. In a horizontal policy network, actors
communicate on an equal basis, regardless of their position in the hierarchy. In an organisation,
horizontal steering usually occurs in project-based work or in organisations in which hierarchy does
not play an important role. The danger of horizontal steering is that implementers may influence each
other, which can lead to poor policy performance (Coolsma, 2008).
Moreover, several environmental influences can affect policy implementation. These include the
technical environment, as new technological developments can create new solutions to tackle an
existing problem (Coolsma, 2008). Another environmental influence is the economy, since economical
fluctuations may have consequences in terms of available funding for certain policy domains (Coolsma,
2008). A third environmental influence concerns the reaction of the target group. Those who
experience the implementation, influence implementation processes.
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For example, the target group may be willing to adhere to the policy, but implementers may also
encounter resistance from the target group (Coolsma, 2008). A last environmental influence concerns
political support, as legislation restricts the policy freedom of the implementers (Coolsma, 2008).
The characteristics of implementers also influence the conformity of policy performance (Coolsma,
2008). The degree of consensus between the factual practices of implementers and the intentions of
policy makers, depends on whether the implementers “know”, “can”, “want” and “have to” implement
the policy. The first factor, knowing, concerns whether the implementers are aware of the assumptions
of policy makers which underlie the policy. This, so that they do not act intuitively, which is
disadvantageous for the conformity of policy performance (Coolsma, 2008). Being able to is about the
implementers being competent enough to implement the policy and that the policy is feasible. Getting
education, proper instructions and the required resources enables the implementers to perform the
policy in a good way (Coolsma, 2008). Furthermore, wanting a policy concerns the fact that the
implementers must be motivated in order to perform the policy in the way it was intended. If the
implementers’ motives are not in line with the policy goals and resources, then the implementers will
be inclined to diverge from the policy (Coolsma, 2008).
Lastly, with having to, it is meant that implementers can be forced to act in accordance with the
intentions of the policy makers, through supervision, accountability and performance contracts.
Internal control usually leads to conformity, but in some cases it can have the opposite effect (Coolsma,
2008).

2.3 Critical reflection
While the PAA focuses on organisations in general, the AFM pays special attention to the organisations
which implement policy on a local level (Coolsma, 2008). In the PAA, Arts and Van Tatenhove (2005)
seem to disregard the characteristics of implementers. Therefore, the AFM is a valuable addition to
this research. Additionally, Arts and Leroy (2006) argue that the PAA may be a too static model.
According to its authors, the PAA could be more dynamic, given the language used and the emphasis
on stabilisation of policy making (Arts & Leroy, 2006). For example, the word “power” is used instead
of “(dis)empowerment”, and “rules” are used rather than “governing”. The latter ones would be more
dynamic concepts (Arts & Leroy, 2006).
As previously described, both the PAA and the AFM have their own unique added value to this
research. However, a variety of factors from the PAA and the AFM overlap. For example,
“characteristics of policy and policy theory” from the AFM is very similar to “substance” as described
in the PAA. Another factor that can be found in both models is resources. Resources is included in
“power and influence” from the PAA and in “being able to” from the AFM. The factor “wanting” from
the AFM is also closely related to “discourses” as described in the PAA. Finally, the factor “having to”
from the AFM is comparable to “rules of the game” from the PAA.

2.4 Conceptual model
Taking into account the overlap between the PAA and the AFM, a new model is created to
conceptualise the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. This model is displayed
in Figure 4. It is not meant as a theoretical model, but as a conceptual model of one key concept: the
organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention.
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A conceptual model is a simplified display of reality according to the researcher (Janssens, 2002). It
illustrates a set of concepts and shows how these concepts relate to each other (Scheepers, Tobi, &
Boeije, 2016).

Figure 4. Conceptual model for the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention.

The central concept of the conceptual model is the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention. This is shaped in terms of on the one hand substance and on the other hand organisation.
Substance and organisation are interdependent aspects (Arts & Van Tatenhove, 2005). The first
dimension related to substance is programmes. This dimension refers to specific policy documents and
measures in tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. It is about the content, goals and basic
assumptions of the policy (Arts et al., 2006). In the context of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention, it may concern whether tiger mosquitoes are included in prevention policies at all, where
this is written down and which actions are currently being taken. It is important to obtain knowledge
about this dimension, to be able to ask questions about the second dimension: discourses. Discourses
refer to the views and narratives of the actors involved with tiger mosquito-related disease prevention,
in terms of their norms and values, their definitions of problems and their approaches to solutions
(Arts et al., 2006). Discourses are important for understanding how the involved actors view tiger
mosquito-related disease prevention and whether they (do not) consider the tiger mosquito a risk. The
third dimension related to substance is informal rules. This refers to unwritten rules which evolve
spontaneously and unintentionally over time (Skoog, 2005). Informal rules are often self-enforced and
formed by the political culture in a political domain (Van Tatenhove et al., 2000). In this research, this
domain is the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention.
Besides informal rules, the conceptual model also includes the dimension formal rules. This dimension
is related to the aspect organisation. Formal rules concern the rules which are currently in operation
within tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. On the one hand, this involves “actual rules for
political and other forms of interaction” and on the other hand it involves “formal procedures for
pursuit of policy and decision-making” (Arts et al., 2006). Formal rules refer to rules that are written
down in laws, constitutions and regulations (Van Tatenhove et al., 2000). Another dimension related
to organisation is power and influence. In the context of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention,
power concerns “the mobilisation, division and deployment of resources”, while influence refers to
“who determines policy outcomes and how” (Arts et al., 2006).
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Resources can concern money as well as knowledge and expertise (Arts et al., 2006). Coalitions is
another dimension related to organisation. Coalitions comprise multiple actors who share
interpretations of a policy discourse and/or resources within tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention. These coalitions therefore have roughly the same policy goals (Arts & Van Tatenhove,
2005). The last dimension related to the aspect organisation is organisational structure. This dimension
is closely related to “characteristics of implementing organisations” and “characteristics of
implementers” from the AFM. What Coolsma (2008) adds is an overview of the multiple organisations
and actors who are involved in tiger mosquito-related disease prevention, these actors’ specific tasks
and their responsibilities. This makes it an important dimension. It also includes the dimension “actors”
from the PAA. Similar to the dimension programmes, an overview of the organisational structure is
needed in order to ask questions about discourses.

The conceptual model will be used in this research to evaluate the current infrastructure in the
Netherlands. However, as presented in Figure 4, the conceptual model is still relatively theoretical and
abstract. Therefore, a literature study and a document analysis are needed to make the conceptual
model more applicable to tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. This will be done by studying
international guidelines and evidence-based measures for the prevention of tiger mosquito-related
diseases, along with the strategic approach in Italy and Thailand. The former will be presented in
Chapter 4 and the latter in Chapter 5.
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3. Methodology
This chapter gives an overview of the study design and the different methods which were used in this
research to answer the research questions. First, the study design is described, followed by an
explanation of the three methods used in this research: (I) document analysis; (II) literature study; and
(III) interviews. This chapter ends with a description of the evaluation and justification of the
methodological choices.

3.1 Study design
The aim of this research was to conceptualise the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention and to evaluate the current infrastructure in the Netherlands based on this conceptual
model. In this research, the conceptual model in Figure 4 which emerged from the policy arrangements
and implementation theory was further developed to make it more applicable to the organisation of
tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. This was done through a literature study and a document
analysis. These were synthesised to a conceptual model for the organisation of tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention. Finally, the current infrastructure in the Netherlands was evaluated based on this
conceptual model.
A qualitative research design was used with a comparative component. A qualitative design is suitable
for this research topic, as it requires an in-depth understanding of the organisation of tiger mosquitorelated disease prevention and the current infrastructure in the Netherlands. Using a qualitative
research design is preferred when it is desired to understand the how’s, where’s, who’s, when’s and
why’s of a complex social phenomenon (Leung, 2015). The introduction of the tiger mosquito in the
Netherlands and the increase in vector incidence can be considered such a complex phenomenon.
According to Mills, Van de Bunt and De Bruijn (2006), comparative research is a broad term which
encompasses both qualitative and quantitative comparison of social matters. Social matters are for
example systems, cultures, markets or groups (Esser & Hanitzsch, 2012; Mills et al., 2006). Esser and
Hanitzsch (2012, p. 2) state that “comparative research differs from non‐comparative work in that it
attempts to reach conclusions beyond single cases and explains differences and similarities between
objects of analysis and relations between objects against the backdrop of their contextual conditions”.
Although comparative research can concern both qualitative and quantitative comparison (Mills et al.,
2006), this research used a qualitative design. Therefore, a qualitative research design with a
comparative component was beneficial to conceptualise the organisation of tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention and to evaluate the current infrastructure in the Netherlands based on this
conceptual model.

3.2 Document analysis
To start with, a document analysis was performed to answer the first, second and fourth research
questions. The following part of research question one: “Which conditions for tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention emerge from international guidelines?” aimed at identifying components of and
requirements for tiger mosquito-related disease prevention which are recommended internationally.
This enabled further development of the conceptual model.
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Research question one was answered by exploring the grey literature, for example reports and papers
published by non-commercial international health organisations such as the WHO and Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). The inclusion of grey literature can make positive contributions
to both research and practice (Adams, Smart, & Huff, 2017). For example, grey literature can be used
to explore new fields of enquiry, to incorporate contemporary material in dynamic subject areas and
to validate or corroborate findings from scientific literature (Adams et al., 2017).
For all three research questions, the database of Google Scholar was searched in order to find relevant
documents. Search terms that were used for the first research question are (global OR international
OR universal OR worldwide) AND (guideline* OR direction* OR strateg*) AND (“tiger mosquito*” OR
“Aedes albopictus”) AND (prevent*) AND (disease* OR Dengue OR DENV OR Chikungunya OR CHIKV
OR Zika OR ZIKV). An inclusion criterion was that the document must concern one or multiple
internationally applicable guidelines to prevent tiger mosquito-related diseases. Documents
concerning another mosquito species such as the Aedes aegypti (yellow fever mosquito) were
included, as this mosquito is also able to transmit DENV, CHIKV and ZIKV. Documents were excluded
from selection when they were not written in either English or Dutch. Documents were also excluded
when the guidelines mentioned were only applicable to one country or geographical region.
The second research question: “Which conditions for tiger mosquito-related disease prevention
emerge from the organisation and strategic approach in Italy and Thailand?” aimed at identifying
(additional) components of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention, based on the current
prevention strategies in Italy and Thailand. Research question two was intended to further develop
the conceptual model. It was answered by exploring the body of grey literature, such as reports
published by the countries’ Ministry of Public Health. Specifically Italy was chosen, because this
country has experienced several recent outbreaks of Chikungunya. In Italy, tiger mosquito-related
diseases are already considered a significant threat to public health (Rezza, 2014). Furthermore, a
sufficient amount of scientific literature in English was available about the organisation of tiger
mosquito-related disease prevention in Italy. Besides Italy, Thailand was chosen as another country to
study since Dengue has been endemic in Thailand for multiple decades (Toan, Rossi, Prisco, Nante, &
Viviani, 2015). Therefore, the need to organise prevention of tiger-mosquito related diseases is high,
making Thailand an interesting country to study.
Search terms that were used in Google Scholar to answer the second research question are (“tiger
mosquito*” OR “Aedes albopictus”) AND (prevent* OR control) AND (organis* OR organiz* OR
strategy*) AND (disease* OR Dengue OR DENV OR Chikungunya OR CHIKV OR Zika OR ZIKV) AND (Italy
OR Italian OR Thai*). An inclusion criterion was that the document must concern preventive strategies
or measures which were adopted either in Italy or Thailand. Documents concerning another mosquito
species such as the Aedes aegypti were included.
The fourth research question was as follows: “Given the increase in vector incidence (while no tiger
mosquito-related diseases have occurred yet), how is tiger mosquito-related disease prevention
integrated in the infrastructure of infectious disease control in the Netherlands and how does this relate
to the international guidelines?”. This research question aimed to get an understanding of the
organisational structures with regard to general infectious disease control and tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention in the Netherlands. It also aimed to map the current activities and strategy in
relation to tiger mosquito-related disease prevention.
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A document analysis was performed to explore which actors are involved in both infectious disease
control and tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. The tasks and responsibilities of the actors
were also explored, along with current activities in relation to the tiger mosquito.
Search terms that were used in Google Scholar to answer the fourth research question include
(organisation* OR organization* OR infrastructure OR system OR strategy*), “infectious disease*”,
(prevent* OR control), Netherlands, (actor* OR stakeholder* OR player* OR organisation* OR
organization* OR partner*), task* and responsibilit* and (“tiger mosquito*” OR “Aedes albopictus”).
Different combinations of the preceding search terms were used, and not all search terms were used
at the same time. The search terms were also applied in Dutch, since governmental agencies in the
Netherlands tend to write their documents in Dutch. An inclusion criterion was that the document
must concern either organisational elements of infectious disease control in the Netherlands, of tiger
mosquito-related disease prevention in the Netherlands, or related activities. Documents were
excluded from selection when they were not written in either English or Dutch.
For each research question, the titles of the remaining documents were screened, followed by the
abstracts (if available). During the screening process, the inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied.
After screening the documents, they were read and it was decided which documents were relevant for
answering the research question. The document analyses will be described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

3.3 Literature study
Besides the document analyses, a literature study was conducted to answer part of research question
one: “Which conditions for tiger mosquito-related disease prevention emerge from the scientific
literature?”. This research question aimed identifying (additional) components of tiger mosquitorelated disease prevention, through exploring evidence-based prevention measures. This research
question was intended to further develop the conceptual model. The database of Scopus was searched
in order to find relevant, peer-reviewed scientific articles. Search terms that were used are (measure*
OR strateg* OR method* OR approach*) AND (“tiger mosquito*” OR “Aedes albopictus”) AND
(prevent*) AND (disease* OR Dengue OR DENV OR Chikungunya OR CHIKV OR Zika OR ZIKV).
The inclusion criteria were that the study must concern a measure which serves to prevent tiger
mosquito-related diseases, and that the measures found in the literature were evidence-based.
Articles concerning another mosquito species such as the Aedes aegypti were included, but it was
taken into account that the effectiveness of each control method may differ between the different
mosquito species. Articles were excluded from selection when the study was not written in either
English or Dutch. Then, the titles of the remaining studies were screened, followed by the abstracts.
During the screening process, the inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied. After screening the
articles, they were fully read and it was decided which articles were relevant for answering the
research question. The literature study will be described in Chapter 4.
To answer the third research question: “How can the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention be conceptualised?”, first the policy arrangements and implementation theory was
explored. Additional conditions emerged from the document analyses of the international guidelines
and the strategic approach in Italy and Thailand, along with the literature study on evidence-based
prevention measures. These were synthesised to a conceptual model of the organisation of tiger
mosquito-related disease prevention.
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3.4 Semi-structured interviews
Operationalisation of interview questions
Besides document analyses and a literature study, semi-structured interviews were conducted. The
interview questions were based on the conceptual model in Figure 7 (Chapter 4). Most interview
questions were derived from the dimensions of which information still seemed to be missing after the
document analyses. The interview questions were used to answer the fifth research question: “Which
barriers and facilitators to implement tiger mosquito-related disease prevention measures in the
current infrastructure in the Netherlands emerge from practice?”.
Table 1 below gives an overview of the interview questions and shows for whom each interview
question was intended. The upper questions were asked to all participants, while one or more
additional questions were asked to certain participants in particular.
Table 1. Operationalisation of interview questions.
Interview questions
Can you tell me something about the work you do in relation to the tiger mosquito?
How are the tasks and responsibilities with regard to the tiger mosquito currently divided? What do
you need and what helps you to be able to properly perform your tasks?
With whom do you work together in relation to the tiger mosquito?
What kind of networks, partnerships or knowledge platforms exist, on which the different disciplines
exchange knowledge and experiences?

Intended for:
All participants
All participants

Would it be relevant to involve the Dutch Water Authorities, Rijkswaterstaat or other ministries than
the ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport in this issue?

All participants

Is there a consultation structure through which the different parties involved with the (disease)
control of the tiger mosquito periodically come together?

All participants

What expertise do you have to address this problem?

All participants

What is going well at this moment?
What problems do you encounter in daily practice?
To whom, and about what, are you held accountable?
What is the role of politics? Is this a politically sensitive problem?
In case the tiger mosquito would permanently establish in the Netherlands and disease transmission
could take place, who should be responsible for the coordination of its disease prevention?
Effective control measures against tiger mosquitoes according to the scientific literature are:
insecticides; mosquito traps; habitat removal; genetic sterilisation; natural enemies; and bacteria.
Which of these measures would be (most) effective and acceptable in the Netherlands?
To prevent a large-scale disease outbreak, many possibilities lie with general practitioners. How
much attention is currently paid to this?
Do you see a role for public education in this issue? If so, can you explain that role?
What kind of research do you need to reach an effective prevention, if tiger mosquitoes would be
permanently established in the Netherlands and/or if disease transmission could take place?
In which of the three scenarios developed by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and
Control is the Netherlands currently located?
Can you tell me more about the NVWA’s signalling task? Does a signal ever get political attention,
and how does that work?
The impression I got is that a notification of a tiger mosquito comes in at the NVWA, who reports it
to the RIVM, and that the RIVM reports it to the regional public health service. Is that right, and does
it go like that in practice?
What role do you currently see for municipalities and public health services in relation to the tiger
mosquito?
In the Netherlands, there is currently no reporting requirement for Dengue and Chikungunya. Should
this be changed in the future, and if so, at what moment?
If a disease outbreak of Dengue or Chikungunya would occur in the Netherlands next year, is the
Netherlands prepared for that? What should happen and who should be ready?

All participants
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All participants
All participants

All participants
All participants
All participants
All participants

All participants
All participants
All participants
NVWA
NVWA
NVWA

Public health
service
Public health
service & CIb
LCI

Study population, setting and selecting participants
The study population in this research constituted of professionals from governmental agencies in the
Netherlands which play a key role in general infectious disease control or tiger mosquito-related
(disease) prevention. Professionals from the following governmental agencies were contacted for an
interview: (i) the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport, located in the Hague; (ii) the RIVM, located in
Bilthoven; (iii) the NVWA, located in Wageningen; and (iv) random public health services, located in
Eindhoven and Arnhem. The RIVM is an independent branch of the Ministry of Health, Welfare and
Sport. Within the RIVM, two departments were reached out to: the Centre for Infectious Disease
Control (CIb) and the National Coordination Centre for Communicable Diseases control (LCI). The latter
is a sub-department of the former. Both the CIb and the LCI were reached out to, because they each
play a significant role in infectious disease control in the Netherlands (National Institute for Public
Health and the Environment, 2012). The LCI is particularly focused on infectious disease prevention
and outbreaks (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2018a). According to the
national programme for Infectious Disease Control 2019-2023, the RIVM (including the CIb and the
LCI) and public health services are mentioned as being important governmental agencies involved in
infectious disease prevention in the Netherlands (ZonMw, 2019). Within the NVWA, the department
of Centre for Monitoring of Vectors (CMV) was approached for an interview. The CMV is an important
governmental agency in relation to this topic, because it is closely involved in the surveillance and
control of tiger mosquitoes in the Netherlands (Netherlands Food and Consumer Product Safety
Authority, 2019b).
An overview of the interview participants from the abovementioned governmental agencies is given
in Figure 5. The preferred participants were approached by email or by phone to request for an
interview. In total, six interviews were conducted with seven participants, meaning that one interview
was held with two participants. Two public health services were included, each from another region,
to allow for a broader representation of the public health service in general. An interview took
approximately one hour. The interviews were conducted between 11 December 2019 and 7 January
2020. All interviews were conducted in person, so that the interview setting and body language during
the interview could be observed. The interviews were conducted at the location of the concerned
governmental agency.
Ministry of Health, Welfare
and Sport

National Coordination
Centre for Communicable
Diseases control (CIb) (part
of RIVM)

• Senior policy
officer

• Medical
entomologist

National Coordination
Infectious Disease Control
(LCI) (part of RIVM)

• Public health
doctor profile
infectious disease
control and
coordinator of
regional
consultants
• Public health
doctor profile
infectious disease
control

Figure 5. Overview of the interview participants.
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Centre for Monitoring
of Vectors (CMV) (part
of NVWA)

• Entomologist

Public health services

• Southeast Brabant
- Public health
doctor profile
infectious disease
control
• Mid-Gelderland Public health
doctor profile
infectious disease
control

Data collection methods
Individual in-depth, semi-structured interviews were used to collect relevant data to answer the fifth
research question. These interviews were conducted with the participants as described in Figure 5.
Interviews were conducted in Dutch, given that interview participants may find it difficult to provide
comprehensive answers to all the questions in English. The interviews were designed to elicit
information on barriers and facilitators of the current infrastructure of infectious disease control in the
Netherlands to implement tiger mosquito-related disease prevention measures. The interviews were
conducted by using the interview guide as shown in Table 1. The interview guide was followed during
the interviews to obtain reliable and comparable data (Bernard, 2006). Nonetheless, interviews were
semi-structured to allow for flexibility and to make the conversation between the interview participant
and the interviewer more interactive (Gray, 2004). The interview questions were intended to learn
about practice experiences and case examples, but the questions were used only as directives and
were not fixed. The interview guide included open questions to allow the interview participants to
provide their own input. The researcher paid special attention to digging deep and asking follow-up
questions. Interviews started with a description of the research. The researcher also emphasised
appreciation of participation and explained in which way the interview would provide useful
information for the research. After that, general background questions were asked to break the ice
between the interview participant and the researcher, to get familiar with each other and to gain trust.
The interview questions were mainly descriptive, open-ended and non-directional.
Ethical considerations
Before starting with each interview, participants were asked to read and sign a consent form. If
needed, the researcher provided more explanation. All interviews were audio-recorded and
transcribed anonymously afterwards, to ensure confidentiality of the participants. According to
Bourgeault, Dingwall and De Vries (2010), this method is valuable as it generates thick and textual data.
Data analysis
Each interview was transcribed directly after it had taken place. The interview transcriptions served as
a basis for content analysis, which aimed to determine which barriers and facilitators of the current
infrastructure in the Netherlands to implement tiger mosquito-related disease prevention measures
emerge from practice. After transcription, interviews were coded using ATLAS.ti. First of all, top-down
coding was applied and after that, bottom-up coding was performed. Codes were initially derived from
the dimensions from the conceptual model in Figure 7. Additional codes were determined by the input
of the interview participants. The outcomes of the interviews were systematically compared with one
another. Furthermore, quotes from the interviews were used to illustrate that findings emerged from
the retrieved data rather than from the researcher’s own predispositions. This enhances confirmability
(Shenton, 2004).
Based on the document analyses, the literature study and the data analysis of the conducted
interviews, the sixth and final research question “Which lessons can be drawn from these findings for
the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention in the Netherlands?” was answered.
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3.5 Evaluation and justification of methodological choices
When conducting a qualitative study, researchers must continuously make sure that their research
stays free of bias, that they use open-ended techniques and that they are alert of possible sources of
error (Scheepers et al., 2016). Guba (1981) believes that if a trustworthy study is desired, four criteria
in particular should be taken into account when conducting qualitative research. As a naturalist, Guba
(1981) prefers to think in other terms than “validity” and “reliability”, which are more classical terms.
He argues that conducting qualitative research is very different from conducting quantitative research.
This view has been approved by a variety of researchers over the years (Shenton, 2004). According to
Guba (1981), for a qualitative study to be trustworthy, the following concepts should be taken into
account:
i.

Credibility (rather than the term internal validity), which concerns whether the interview
results represent reality;

ii.

Transferability (rather than the terms external validity or generalisability), which concerns
whether enough context is given so that the reader can decide if the results are also
applicable to other study populations;

iii.

Dependability (rather than the term reliability), which is about giving the reader a clear
description of the research methods. This is important because the reader should be able
to repeat the research in the exact same way. It also allows the reader to determine to
what extent proper research practices have been adopted;

iv.

Confirmability (rather than the term objectivity), concerns the importance of the results’
objectivity. Shenton (2004), however, argues that striving for true objectivity is not
realistic. This is why Guba (1981) named it “confirmability”. Measures must be taken to
ensure that the research findings represent the true experiences and beliefs of the
informants, instead of the researchers’ own preferences (Shenton, 2004).

A researcher can increase the credibility of a its research in several ways (Shenton, 2004). To increase
the credibility of a research, the research methods must fit the research questions and the methods
must be performed in a proper way. This was the case in the current research. Another method to
increase a study’s credibility is by randomly selecting participants (Shenton, 2004), which was done in
this research. Furthermore, methodological triangulation was applied in this research, which involves
the use of different data collection methods. In this study, document analyses as well as a literature
study and interviews were conducted. Methodological triangulation increases the credibility of a
research (Scheepers et al., 2016; Shenton, 2004). In addition to triangulation, a member check was
done during each interview to check whether the researcher has understood the interview participant
correctly. A member check, also known as respondent validation, is a technique that can be used by a
researcher to help improve the reliability, accuracy and internal validity of a study (Scheepers et al.,
2016; Yanow & Schwartz-Shea, 2015). In this research, a member check was completed after the
interview by sharing all the findings with the participant. After an interview, the transcription was sent
to the interview participant. This enabled the participants to critically evaluate the findings and to
make comments if needed. If the participant affirms the credibility and completeness of the findings,
then the research is said to have credibility (Yanow & Schwartz-Shea, 2015). Finally, social desirability
bias was taken into account in the answers of the interview participants. This concerns the tendency
of participants to answer in a way that is viewed as favourable by others (Scheepers et al., 2016).
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Interview participants might be afraid to damage the image of their organisation or to put their job at
risk if they tell the exact truth. For that reason, it was emphasised prior to each interview that
participating is anonymous. This enhances the credibility of the research.
To achieve a high transferability of a research, it is important that the results of a qualitative study are
interpreted in the context the study was conducted (Shenton, 2004). According to Shenton (2004), a
set of characteristics should be described in the methodology section of a research to ensure a high
transferability. These characteristics are as follows: (i) How many organisations take part in the
research and where they are based; ii) Any limitations of the participants who provide data; (iii) How
many participants are included in the fieldwork; (iv) Which data collection methods are used; (v) How
many data collection sessions there are and how long these take; and (vi) The timeframe in which the
data was collected (Shenton, 2004). These characteristics were all taken into account in this research.
This enables the reader to determine whether the study population in this research is applicable to the
study population of his or her own research (Shenton, 2004).
A researcher can achieve a high dependability of its study when a precise description of the
methodology is provided (Shenton, 2004). This enables other researchers to duplicate the study and
compare the results. Shenton (2004) emphasises that the exact same results are not necessarily
obtained, since qualitative research is very contextual. In this research, the methodology was
described as precisely as possible to aim for a high dependability.
Finally, confirmability was taken into account in this research. Confirmability involves showing the
reader that specific results are obtained from the true experiences and beliefs of the participants
(Shenton, 2004). In this research, quotes from the interview participants are provided in Chapter 6.
This supports the statements that are made by the interview participants and it illustrates that the
statements are truly the experience of the participants. Although desired, investigator triangulation
was not possible in this research, since only one researcher conducted and analysed the interviews.
The confirmability may therefore be lowered in the eyes of the reader. Methodological triangulation
on the other hand was applied in this research. This enhances confirmability and lowers the
investigator bias (Scheepers et al., 2016; Shenton, 2004).
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4. Literature study
This chapter presents the literature study, which was conducted to determine how the organisation of
tiger mosquito-related disease prevention can be conceptualised. In the first part of this chapter,
several international guidelines for MBD prevention are explored, along with evidence-based
prevention measures. The literature study is based on both scientific and grey literature. In the second
part of this chapter, the conceptual model as presented earlier in Figure 4 is further developed, based
on the findings from this chapter. The literature study is used to make the conceptual model more
applicable to the tiger mosquito-related disease prevention.

4.1 International guidelines and evidence-based prevention measures
A variety of international guidelines for the prevention of tiger mosquito-related diseases is available.
In this section, three of these guideline documents are analysed: (i) the Global Strategy for Dengue
Prevention and Control 2012-2020 from the WHO (2012a); (ii) Guidelines for the surveillance of invasive
mosquitoes in Europe from the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) (2012);
and (iii) the Integrated Management Strategy for Dengue (IMS-Dengue) prevention and control from
the Pan American Health Association (PAHO) (2018). A more detailed description of these international
guidelines can be found in Appendix A.
Figure 6 below displays the IMS-Dengue. It shows that the prevention of MBDs should include various
components (Pan American Health Association, 2018). The Global Strategy and the IMS-Dengue
operate roughly in the same way, as they emphasise similar components of MBD prevention. On the
other hand, the guideline document for the surveillance of invasive mosquitoes in Europe focuses
more on entomological surveillance and on which actors should be involved in MBD prevention
(European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 2012).

Figure 6. The integrated Management Strategy for Dengue prevention and control in the Region of the Americas. Reprinted
from Integrated Management Strategy for Dengue Prevention and Control in the Region of the Americas, by Pan American
Health Association, 2018, Retrieved from
http://iris.paho.org/xmlui/bitstream/handle/123456789/34860/PAHOCHA17039_eng.pdf?sequence=5&isAllowed=y.

A set of common components can be identified from the three aforementioned international guideline
documents. These components are selected in order to make the conceptual model more applicable
to tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. The common components are shortly described below.
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Within these components, a distinction is made between technical elements and enabling factors for
effective implementation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. For a more elaborate
description of the common components, see Appendix A.

Technical elements
Integrated surveillance and outbreak preparedness
The first component of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention which emerged from the
international guidelines is integrated surveillance and outbreak preparedness. According to Burrell,
Howard and Murphy (2017), Dengue surveillance comprises both epidemiological and entomological
surveillance. Epidemiological surveillance is needed to rapidly detect epidemics for early intervention
(World Health Organization, 2012a). On the other hand, entomological surveillance is used to assess
changes in the density of the vector and its geographical distribution, to evaluate control programmes
and to facilitate good and timely decisions with regard to interventions (Basker et al., 2013).
Concerning the entomological surveillance of invasive mosquito species (IMS), the ECDC (2012) makes
a distinction between the following three scenarios:
•

Scenario 1: the IMS is not established – but there is a risk of introduction and establishment;

•

Scenario 2: the IMS is locally established – and there is a low risk that it will spread to new
regions; and

•

Scenario 3: the IMS is widely established – and there is a high risk that it will spread to new
regions.

A description of the specific surveillance activities which should be performed in each of these
scenarios can be found in Appendix A. The guideline document from the ECDC (2012) is the only
guideline which makes use of these three scenarios.
Additionally, the international guidelines state that actions with regard to entomological surveillance
should be taken at different geographical levels (international, national, regional and local) and that
various partners should be included in the surveillance activities who each have their own
responsibilities (European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 2012). An overview of the ideal
allocation of task and responsibilities can be found in Appendix A. The international guidelines also
point out that MBD prevention goes beyond merely the health sector, and should involve other
relevant sectors as well. These include the public sector, the private sector (including water and
sanitation) and sectors involved in the development of novel products for MBD prevention and control
(World Health Organization, 2012a).
Diagnosis and case management
According to the international guidelines, diagnosis and case management is another component of
tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. This involves the implementation of suitable and timely
clinical management. Especially important is having a well-managed frontline response, early
recognition of the warning signs of the disease, early laboratory diagnosis and training of staff (Pan
American Health Association, 2019; World Health Organization, 2012a). Communities should also be
informed about early signs of MBDs, so that they seek health-care earlier (World Health Organization,
2012a).
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Integrated vector management
The third component of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention which emerged from the
international guidelines is integrated vector management. The WHO (2012a) promotes the adoption
of its integrated vector management approach to vector control (World Health Organization, 2004).
This approach encourages the use of insecticides combined with other interventions to prevent and
control MBDs (World Health Organization, 2012a). Table 2 below provides an overview of several
evidence-based techniques to control Aedes mosquito populations. A detailed description of these
mosquito control techniques can be found in Appendix A.
Table 2. Overview of evidence-based mosquito control techniques.

Mosquito control technique
Insecticide use
(larvicides/adulticides)
Trapping
Source reduction
Genetic sterilisation
Biological control

Source(s)
(Ahmed, Hyder, Liaqat, & Scholz, 2019; Baldacchino et al., 2015; Benelli,
Jeffries, & Walker, 2016)
(Baldacchino et al., 2015; Kline, 2007)
(Bartlett-Healy et al., 2011; McGraw & O’Neill, 2013; Medlock et al., 2012)
(Alphey et al., 2010; Baldacchino et al., 2015; Bellini et al., 2007; Bellini,
Medici, Puggioli, Balestrino, & Carrieri, 2013)
(Benelli et al., 2016)

For the control of an MBD to be cost-effective and sustainable, community-based action is essential
(Mustafa, Rasotgi, Jain, & Gupta, 2015). Integrated vector management uses the efforts of the public
sector, private sector and the local community. It empowers the local community, resulting in
behaviour change (Mustafa et al., 2015).
Future vaccine implementation
Another component of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention according to the international
guidelines is future vaccine implementation. Strategies to prevent and control MBDs should involve
vaccines as an important component to anticipate and prepare for (Pan American Health Association,
2019; World Health Organization, 2012a).
Research
According to the international guidelines, research is another component of tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention. Research should focus on enhancing the efficacy, sustainability, cost-effectiveness
and increased use of already existing control measures and upcoming new control measures. It should
also address the development and evaluation of MBD vaccines (Pan American Health Association,
2019; World Health Organization, 2012a).

Enabling factors for effective implementation
Advocacy and resource mobilisation
The first enabling factor for effective implementation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention
which emerged from the international guidelines is advocacy and resource mobilisation. Advocacy
plans should integrate with national and regional offices, to improve resource mobilisation and support
from the political sector (World Health Organization, 2012a). The population is the most important
actor to make sure that community-based interventions are sustainable (Pan American Health
Association, 2018).
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Partnerships, coordination and collaboration
A second enabling factor which is required for effective implementation of tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention is partnerships, coordination and collaboration. Multi-sectoral and intersectoral
preparedness and response is required for a Dengue control programme to be effective (Pan American
Health Association, 2018; World Health Organization, 2012a). Sectors other than the health sector
alone should be included and networks for collaboration, coordination and partnership should be
created (Pan American Health Association, 2019; World Health Organization, 2012a).
Communication and public education
Another enabling factor which emerged from the international guidelines is communication and public
education. The WHO has adopted the Communication for Behavioural Impact (COMBI) strategy. The
goal of COMBI is to change behaviours related to Dengue and other vector-borne diseases. COMBI
should be used in programmes to control MBDs, for example to increase community mobilisation.
Furthermore, public education campaigns can be very beneficial to control MBDs within communities
(Bartlett-Healy et al., 2011).
Capacity-building
Capacity-building is another enabling factor for effective implementation of tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention which emerged from the international guidelines. A sufficient number of staff
members who have the right knowledge and skills should be involved in an MBD prevention
programme (Pan American Health Association, 2019; World Health Organization, 2012a). Actors
belonging to various disciplines should work closely together and should be able to reach out to a team
of technical experts (Pan American Health Association, 2019; World Health Organization, 2012a).
Monitoring and evaluation
Finally, monitoring and evaluation is an enabling factor for effective implementation of tiger mosquitorelated disease prevention which was pointed out by the international guidelines. Monitoring and
evaluation should be more integrated and strengthened (Pan American Health Association, 2019;
World Health Organization, 2012a). The WHO (2012) recommends using one national system for the
collection, analysis, interpretation and use of monitoring and evaluation data.

4.2 Conceptual analysis
In the previous section, the literature study was presented, describing the international guidelines and
evidence-based measures for the prevention of tiger mosquito-related diseases. Table 3 gives an
overview of the common components which were identified from the literature and illustrates in which
guideline documents each common component is being acknowledged.
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Table 3. Overview of the common components of the international guidelines.

Component
Technical element
Integrated surveillance and outbreak
preparedness
Diagnosis and case management
Integrated vector management
Future vaccine implementation
Research

Enabling factor
Advocacy and resource mobilisation
Partnerships, coordination and collaboration
Communication and public education
Capacity-building
Monitoring and evaluation

Source(s)
(European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 2012;
Pan American Health Association, 2018; World Health
Organization, 2012a)
(Pan American Health Association, 2018; World Health
Organization, 2012a)
(Pan American Health Association, 2018; World Health
Organization, 2012a)
(Pan American Health Association, 2018; World Health
Organization, 2012a)
(Pan American Health Association, 2018; World Health
Organization, 2012a)

(Pan American Health Association, 2018; World Health
Organization, 2012a)
(Pan American Health Association, 2018; World Health
Organization, 2012a)
(Pan American Health Association, 2018; World Health
Organization, 2012a)
(Pan American Health Association, 2018; World Health
Organization, 2012a)
(Pan American Health Association, 2018; World Health
Organization, 2012a)

In terms of its components, the IMS-Dengue is very similar to the Global Strategy. This is not a
coincidence: both guidelines are (partly) developed by the WHO, which is one of the most influential
organisations worldwide (Chan, 2010). The IMS-Dengue is focused on countries in the Region of the
Americas and may therefore not be fully applicable to the Netherlands. Interestingly, the WHO has
only created a ‘Global’ Strategy and not (yet) a European Strategy for Dengue prevention and control.
For that reason, not all components may be relevant for the Netherlands. On the other hand, the
guideline document from the ECDC (2012) is specifically focused on the surveillance in Europe, making
it more applicable to the Netherlands.
To start with, the three scenarios concerning entomological surveillance, provided by the ECDC (2012),
may be particularly interesting and relevant for the Netherlands. In the Netherlands, tiger mosquitoes
are regularly introduced, but they are not established all over the country yet (Beeuwkes et al., 2011).
Therefore, it seems that the Netherlands is currently in scenario 1, but is not far away from entering
scenario 2. If we consider the Netherlands to be in scenario 1, the focus should be on entomological
surveillance, on Points of Entry (PoEs) and on educating the community and medical care providers. If
the Netherlands were to enter scenario 2, it should focus on fast investigation of cases, monitoring of
tiger mosquitoes, integrated vector management and social mobilisation (European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control, 2012). Regardless of the scenario, monitoring and evaluation should be key
elements of MBD prevention.
Furthermore, the literature points out that there is fragmentation of responsibilities. Different
partners should be involved in tiger mosquito-related disease prevention, who also belong to other
sectors than merely the health sector.
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Coordination is required between the Ministry of Health, other involved governmental agencies or
ministries (such as Agriculture or Environment), non-governmental organisations, the private sector
and local communities. It seems that some form of organisation is needed for integral and intersectoral
collaboration, in which all the responsible partners come together to align their different tasks. This
could be a relevant finding for the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention in the
Netherlands.
Another point that becomes clear from the literature is the importance of a good and rapid primary
care response, which prevents unneeded hospitalisations and progression of an MBD. For that to work,
primary care providers must be trained about warning signs in order for them to recognise MBDs in
time. Early laboratory diagnosis is also important, because symptoms of an MBD are easily confused
with those of other MBDs. The literature also points out the need to inform communities about early
signs of MBDs.
Concerning integrated vector management, the literature indicates that insecticides should be
combined with other effective interventions to control tiger mosquitoes. Although promising new
strategies are under development, such as biocontrol and SIT, insecticides are often the main strategy
for mosquito control.
The literature also shows that advocacy is required to make everyone aware of the importance of tiger
mosquito-related disease prevention. Citizens are important actors in order for sustainable
community-based actions to work. Support from the political sector is also needed. The lack of
resources for vector control measures is a major problem in the Region of the Americas, but may not
be a big problem in the Netherlands. Nevertheless, advocacy may be needed for getting a sufficient
amount of resources available for tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. Additionally, the
literature indicates that prioritising MBD control in times without epidemics can be challenging. Such
prioritising could also be a problem in the Netherlands, as long as disease transmission does not take
place.
Moreover, the literature indicated that education, information and communication materials play an
important role in the control of MBDs. This can be related to insecticide use, the removal of breeding
habitats and seeking timely medical care. The COMBI strategy developed by the WHO can be used to
change behaviours related to tiger mosquito-related diseases. Education programmes in schools can
successfully increase awareness of the importance of prevention measures for MBDs.
Lastly, the literature pointed out that capacity-building is needed for effective implementation of tiger
mosquito-related disease prevention. Epidemiologists, vector control staff, communication experts,
social scientists public health entomologists and health care staff must work closely together.
Prevention programmes for Dengue need a participatory approach focused on the local level.
Adjusted conceptual model
Based on the findings from the literature study, the conceptual model (Figure 4) which was presented
in Chapter 2 can be further enhanced, to make it more applicable to the organisation of tiger mosquitorelated disease prevention. The findings indicate that the scientific literature mainly says something
about the substance aspect, while the grey literature also adds several organisational conditions. Both
types of literature can be used to make the conceptual model more relevant for the organisation of
tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. Figure 7 below presents the adjusted conceptual model,
illustrating what are the components of the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention.
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Figure 7. Adjusted conceptual model for the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention.

The organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention includes the aspects “substance” and
“organisation”. Starting with “substance”, Arts and Van Tatenhove (2005) indicated that this referred
to objectives, measures and principles. In other words, it is about what is addressed in tiger mosquitorelated disease prevention programmes and what is the response. The literature pointed out five
technical elements of prevention. These elements describe what should be part of the content of a
tiger mosquito-related disease prevention programme. These elements replace the dimension
“programmes”, which is about the content, goals and basic assumptions of the policy (Arts et al., 2006),
because they are more concrete than this definition. According to the literature, the content of a tiger
mosquito-related disease prevention programme should include: integrated surveillance and outbreak
preparedness; diagnosis and case management; integrated vector management; future vaccine
implementation; and research. Integrated surveillance refers to both entomological surveillance of IMS
and epidemiological surveillance of cases. It also refers to the inclusion of various actors from different
sectors in the prevention programme, and to the need for some form of organisation for integral and
intersectoral collaboration. Diagnosis and case management refers to creating a good and rapid
primary care response, training primary care providers and informing communities about early signs
of MBDs. Integrated vector management concerns the use of insecticides combined with other
interventions to prevent and control MBDs. It uses the efforts of the public sector, private sector and
the local community. Integrated vector management empowers the local community, resulting in
behaviour change. Furthermore, prevention programmes should involve vaccines as an important
component to anticipate and prepare for. Research focused on what is needed or missing should also
be included in a prevention programme. The literature indicates that research should focus on
enhancing the efficacy, sustainability, cost-effectiveness and increased use of already existing control
measures and upcoming new control measures.
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Besides these five content-related dimensions, it was decided to keep the dimension discourses in the
conceptual model. Arts et al., (2006) stated that discourses refer to the views and narratives of the
actors involved, their definition of problems and their approaches to solutions. The literature indicated
the importance of support from the political sector, creating public awareness for the issue and for the
importance of MBD prevention. Therefore, the discourses related to the public, the media and politics
are kept in the model. Moreover, it was chosen to exclude the dimension “informal rules” from the
conceptual model, because this dimension was not addressed in the literature. Informal rules referred
to unwritten rules which evolve spontaneously and unintentionally over time (Skoog, 2005).
Besides issue-related substance elements, the conceptual model also includes several organisational
conditions. According to Arts and Van Tatenhove (2005), organisation refers to departments,
procedures, instruments, task division and competence. In this research, organisational conditions are
about how the substance elements are addressed. The literature illustrated that the following five
organisational conditions are required for effective implementation of a tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention programme: advocacy and resource mobilisation; partnerships, coordination and
collaboration; communication and public education; capacity-building; and monitoring and evaluation.
The literature showed that advocacy may be needed for getting a sufficient amount of resources
available for tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. It also indicated that prioritising tiger
mosquito-related diseases in times without epidemics may be difficult. The dimension “coalitions”,
which was in the original conceptual model, can be integrated with partnerships, coordination and
collaboration, due to their similarities. According to Arts and Van Tatenhove (2005), coalitions
comprise multiple actors who share resources and/or interpretations of a policy discourse. According
to the literature, organisations involved with tiger mosquito-related disease prevention should be
connected with each other. Therefore, networks for collaboration, coordination and partnership
should be created. Multi-sectoral preparedness and response is also required. With regard to
communication and public education, the literature showed that communication should be used to
generate behaviour change. It also indicated the benefits that public education campaigns can have.
Furthermore, capacity-building is about having a sufficient number of professionals who have the right
knowledge and who belong to different disciplines. The literature showed that all professionals
involved in tiger mosquito-related disease prevention must work closely together, and that decisionmakers should be able to reach out to a team of technical experts. Finally, the literature indicated that
a tiger mosquito-related disease prevention programme should be sustained with good monitoring
and evaluation.
Apart from the organisational conditions which came forward from the literature, it was decided to
keep the dimension formal rules in the conceptual model. Formal rules concern the rules which are
currently in operation within tiger mosquito-related disease prevention (Arts et al., 2006). These can
concern the use of insecticides, the obligation to report disease cases or the use of vaccines. In this
conceptual model, formal rules are for example about procedures, arrangements and legal provisions.
Additionally, it was decided to keep the dimension organisational structure in the conceptual model.
This dimension adds an overview of the multiple actors who are involved in tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention, their specific tasks and responsibilities Coolsma (2008). The literature indicated
the importance of including various partners in prevention activities, all with different responsibilities.
It is relevant to have an overview of tasks and responsibilities.
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Finally, it was chosen to exclude the dimension “power and influence” from the conceptual model,
because this dimension was not addressed in the literature. In the context of tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention, “power” concerns “the mobilisation, division and deployment of resources”, while
influence refers to “who determines policy outcomes and how” (Arts et al., 2006).

The adjusted conceptual model in Figure 7 will be used in the next chapter to analyse the organisation
and strategic approach of Italy and Thailand concerning tiger mosquito-related disease prevention.
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5. Italy and Thailand
This chapter first gives an overview of the current organisation and strategic approach in Italy and
Thailand to prevent tiger mosquito-related diseases. In both countries, tiger mosquitoes are
established and disease transmission is taking place (Rezza, 2018; Srichan et al., 2018). After that, the
strategies of both countries are analysed based on the adjusted conceptual model in Figure 7.

5.1 Organisation and strategic approach
Italy
Today, most areas in Italy are at risk of tiger mosquito-related diseases (Rezza, 2018). Local
transmission of CHIKV via mosquitoes occurred for the first time in Italy in 2007 (Liumbruno et al.,
2008). More information about CHIKV outbreaks in Italy is provided in Appendix B.
Since 2006, an entomological surveillance system has been active in the entire region of EmiliaRomagna to monitor the distribution of tiger mosquitoes. During the Chikungunya outbreak in 2007,
an active surveillance system was also set up in the entire affected region. This system was based on
emergency units in hospitals and general practitioners. Insecticides (adulticides and larvicides) were
used in both public and private areas, within a radius of 100 metres from the residence of any
confirmed or suspected case. Besides that, communication to the public was used to encourage active
involvement in the use of measures to control tiger mosquitoes. Attention was also paid to general
health education, and a protocol was developed to help measure the efficacy of the tiger mosquito
control measures. Furthermore, all donations of blood, tissue or organs from the affected region were
discarded (Angelini et al., 2007).
In 2017, another Chikungunya outbreak occurred in Italy. More information about this outbreak can
be found in Appendix B. As a response to the 2017 outbreak, vector control measures were
implemented in the affected area, as well as enhanced surveillance and restrictions to blood donation.
Larvicides and adulticides were also used and citizens from the affected area were advised about
measures to protect against mosquito bites, how to eliminate mosquito breeding sites from the garden
and about Chikungunya (Canali, Rivas-Morales, Beutels, & Venturelli, 2017). Additionally, blood donors
were clinically evaluated before donating and information was obtained from donors living in the Lazio
region who had donated blood. People who had visited the Anzio region were excluded from blood
donation for 28 days (National Italian Blood Centre, 2017).
On 28 September 2017, the Italian Ministry of Health announced a new recommendation to enhance
the surveillance and control of tiger mosquito-related diseases at the national level (Italian Ministry of
Health, 2017). This concerned the use of adulticides at ports and airports. Huge spraying operations
were also initiated in residential areas in August and September 2019, after two imported cases of
Dengue were reported in Italy. More information about these spraying operations can be found in
Appendix B.
Every year since 2007, the Italian Ministry of Health has released a national surveillance and control
plan for mosquito-borne arboviruses, specifically for CHIKV, DENV and ZIKV (Vairo et al., 2018). For
2019, the Italian Ministry of Health decided that the national plan from 2018 should still be followed.
In the national plan from 2018 (Italian Ministry of Health, 2018), the following objectives are described:
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•

Monitoring of imported cases, especially in areas where mosquitoes are potential disease
vectors, to determine the risk of autochthonous virus transmission;
Early identification of epidemics and monitoring of local virus transmission, in order to
adapt public health measures (prevention and response activities) and direct intersectoral
vector control activities; and
Preventing accidental virus transmission which can occur through blood donations,
organs, tissues, hematopoietic stem cells or other transmission routes.

•

•

The Italian national plan is based on three lines of intervention: (i) surveillance of human cases; (ii)
entomological surveillance; and (iii) risk communication. It emphasises that larvicides, adulticides and
house-to-house interventions to remove or control breeding habitats should be implemented in places
where Aedes mosquitoes are present. If cases are suspected, control methods should be implemented
in public as well as private areas. Furthermore, informing the public about measures to prevent
mosquito bites (such as mosquito repellent or wearing long-sleeved clothing) is considered important.
The Italian Ministry of Health also provides several pages of information about Chikungunya, which
can be found on the internet. These web pages contain information about MBDs, the surveillance in
Italy and personal protection measures (Italian Ministry of Health, 2016). The national plan also
highlights that measures should be taken to prevent virus transmission via blood transfusion (Italian
Ministry of Health, 2018). Lastly, information, guidelines and training should be provided for medical
professionals to support early diagnosis and manage patients (Rezza, 2018).

Thailand
Thailand is one of the countries worst affected by Dengue. Several major outbreaks of Dengue have
occurred in Thailand over the last sixty years. More information about these outbreaks is provided in
Appendix B.
Vector control activities have been the key measure to prevent transmission of Dengue in Thailand
(Boonchutima, Kachentawa, Limpavithayakul, & Prachansri, 2017). In 1999, a National Dengue
Prevention and Control Programme was established in Thailand (World Health Organization, 2002).
The aim of the programme was to decrease Dengue-related morbidity and mortality at the national
level, the community level and the family level. The programme involved multiple sectors in the
prevention and control of Dengue. The three objectives of this programme were: (i) decreasing
morbidity to less than 50 cases per 100,000 population and decreasing mortality to less than 0.2
percent; (ii) decreasing vector breeding in households and schools and (iii) empowering citizens and
communities in the prevention and control of Dengue. The programme included the following
strategies (World Health Organization, 2002):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Empowering citizens and communities in the prevention and control of Dengue;
Making modifications to the environment to control the breeding of yellow fever mosquitoes;
Promoting health and improving medical services;
Multi-sectoral networking for the prevention and control of Dengue;
Developing administrative as well as management systems; and
Technological development.
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The abovementioned interventions caused a decrease in morbidity from 40 cases per 100,000
population in 1999 to 30 cases per 100,000 population in 2000. The case fatality rate also reduced from
0.22 percent in 1999 to 0.17 percent in 2000 (World Health Organization, 2002).
Since the introduction of Thailand’s National Dengue Prevention and Control Programme, anti-yellow
fever mosquito programmes have been implemented in several communities and institutions, for
example in households, schools and medical facilities. To make sure that the programme stays
implemented, these large public education campaigns continue for the whole year. The business sector
was involved in developing mass media materials (World Health Organization, 2002).
It is unknown whether Thailand is still using the aforementioned national plan. According to Phanitchat
et al. (2019), Thailand has now adopted the WHO’s control strategy for Dengue (2012), which contains
three major pillars: (i) patients who are diagnosed with Dengue must avoid being bitten by mosquitoes
to prevent disease transmission; (ii) active detection of cases in the community that do not result in
clinical consultation; and (iii) vector control, including source reduction, environmental management
and chemical interventions. Chemical interventions consist of insecticide spraying to eliminate adult
mosquitoes and using larvicides to control mosquito larvae in containers. Health officials as well as
health volunteers from villages conduct follow-up interventions (Phanitchat et al., 2019). Spraying
campaigns have shown to be effective on the short-term, for example for the control of a disease
outbreak (Erlanger, Keiser, & Utzinger, 2008). However, such campaigns are often not sustainable
(Srichan et al., 2018).
Health education is also an important intervention in Thailand. At the same time that vector control
programmes were conducted, educational and health activities were set up to increase awareness for
Dengue among the Thai population. Eight different ministries in Thailand, including the ministry of
health and education, joined hands to improve the awareness programme for Dengue in schools. This
guarantees that the children who go to school have sufficient knowledge on how to protect against
Dengue, and for example how to avoid mosquito bites. Other health education interventions carried
out by the Thai government include creating awareness of the importance of mosquito breeding
habitat removal and the importance of seeking direct medical care (Boonchutima et al., 2017).
Cases of Dengue are reported by the Bureau of Epidemiology from the Thai Ministry of Public Health
(MoPH), via the national epidemiological surveillance system (Suphanchaimat et al., 2019). According
to the Thai National Communicable Disease Control Law, Dengue is a notifiable disease. This means
that all healthcare facilities are obliged to report any confirmed and suspected case of Dengue to the
local health authority within 24 hours of the diagnosis (Phanitchat et al., 2019). In practice, the
diagnosis of Dengue is almost never based on laboratory tests. Another limitation of the Thai national
epidemiological surveillance system is misreporting of symptoms and underreporting of cases
(Phanitchat et al., 2019). More information about the reporting system of Dengue cases in the Bangkok
Metropolitan Authority area can be found in Appendix B. According to Srichan et al. (2018), the Thai
MoPH has achieved only a limited amount of success with regard to the control of Dengue.

5.2 Conceptual analysis
The previous section of this chapter described the prevention strategies from Italy and Thailand. Now,
these strategies are analysed based on the adjusted conceptual model in Figure 7.
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Both strategies to prevent tiger mosquito-related diseases partly correspond with the dimensions from
the conceptual model. First of all, an active epidemiological surveillance system was set up in Italy
through hospitals and general practitioners, to monitor human cases in order to prevent a huge
outbreak. Thailand has a national surveillance system as well, but it has its problems. An entomological
surveillance system was also activated in Italy, identifying the distribution of mosquitoes. This does not
seem to be the case in Thailand. Moreover, the inclusion of various sectors in the vector control
activities seems to be taken into account in both countries. In Thailand, multiple sectors (such as the
business sector developing mass media materials) and Ministries are involved in the prevention of
MBDs. The aforementioned elements all refer to the dimension integrated surveillance and outbreak
preparedness from the conceptual model. Diagnosis and case management is also addressed in both
strategies.
The provision of information, guidelines and training for medical professionals to support early
diagnosis and manage patients is part of the Italian strategy. In the Thai strategy, this dimension is
addressed in the way that communities are informed about early signs of MBDs. Furthermore,
integrated vector management is addressed in both strategies. In the Italian strategy, the use of
insecticides and interventions to remove breeding habitats seem to be the main control measures.
These measures do not seem to be combined with other kinds of interventions. The same accounts for
Thailand, although the Thai strategy also includes environmental management strategies to control
the breeding IMS. However, in both strategies, the local community is encouraged to adopt control
measures. The dimensions future vaccine implementation, research and discourses were not found in
the document analysis of the Italian and Thai strategy.
The organisational condition formal rules was addressed in the Italian strategy, in the way that all
donations of blood, tissue or organs from affected regions were discarded. Although it was not literally
found, it seems like there is also an obligation to report tiger mosquito-related disease cases. From the
Thai strategy, it became clear that Dengue is a notifiable disease. Information about the dimension
coalitions, coordination and collaboration was not found in the Italian strategy. On the other hand,
Thailand adopts a multi-sectoral approach for preparedness and response. With regard to the
dimension organisational structure, both strategies did not include an overview of the different tasks
and responsibilities of the actors involved in tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. The dimension
advocacy and resource mobilisation did not seem to be addressed in either strategy. However, the
dimension communication and public education is highly addressed in both the Italian and the Thai
strategy. In both countries, citizens are actively involved in the use of control measures and advised
about protection measures. The Thai strategy includes Dengue awareness programmes at schools, in
households and in medical facilities. Again, multiple ministries in Thailand joined hands to improve the
Dengue awareness programme in schools. The dimension capacity-building did not seem to get as
much attention. In relation to monitoring and evaluation, in Italy, a protocol was developed to measure
the efficacy of the measures to control tiger mosquitoes. In Thailand, the effectiveness of fumigation
campaigns was tested, indicating that such campaigns are often not sustainable.
An element from the Italian strategy which is not directly part of the conceptual model is the
disinfestation at ports and airports. Similarly, large disinfestation activities were performed last year
in two Italian cities. These interventions were not found in the literature study as being a substance
element of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. However, it seems to belong to the dimension
integrated surveillance and outbreak preparedness.
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It could be interesting to include the acceptability of such an intervention in the interviews. Another
interesting element from the Italian strategy which was already described at formal rules, is the
amount of attention that is paid to measures around the donation of blood, tissue or organs. This was
not found once in the literature study. Therefore, it will not be further explored. Additionally, the Thai
strategy addresses the active seeking of community members who are ill but who not seek timely
medical care. This was not found in the literature study and will therefore not be further explored.
Finally, the Thai strategy focuses on technical developments. This does not seem to be applicable to
the Dutch infrastructure and will therefore not be further explored.

No additional components of the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention were
identified from the organisation and strategic approach in Italy and Thailand. This means that the
conceptual model as it is displayed in Figure 7 is now complete, without adding any additional
dimensions. This conceptual model will be used to conduct the interviews and the analysis of the
current infrastructure of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention in the Netherlands. In Chapter 6,
this infrastructure is studied.
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6. The Netherlands
Based on the literature study and the analysis of the organisation and strategic approach in Italy and
Thailand, the conceptual model is now complete. This chapter begins with an exploration of the
current infrastructure of infectious disease control in the Netherlands. After that, it is explored how
tiger mosquito-related disease prevention is shaped. Thirdly, this chapter identifies which barriers and
facilitators to implement tiger mosquito-related disease prevention measures emerge from practice,
based on the interviews. This chapter ends with an evaluation of the current infrastructure of tiger
mosquito-related disease prevention in the Netherlands, based on the conceptual model.

6.1 Infrastructure of infectious disease control and tiger mosquito control
Infectious disease control
Organisational structure
In the Netherlands, the daily infectious disease control of an individual case lies in the hands of the
general practitioner or the specialist. He or she makes a diagnosis and gives advice about the right
treatment, potentially after the patients’ materials have been examined in a laboratory. Guidelines
and protocols are of great value for infectious disease control and support professionals in their work
(National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2007).
Doctors and laboratories in the Netherlands are obliged to report cases of certain infectious diseases
in patients to the regional public health service. For example, if multiple people show symptoms of
jaundice, diarrhoea, rash or other clinical symptoms of an infective nature, they must report this. This
also accounts for management boards from institutions where vulnerable persons are residing (such
as elderly homes and day cares) (Instituut Fysieke Veiligheid, 2019). These reports help to stop the
spread of infectious diseases at an early stage. The reporting requirement is described in the Public
Health Act (National Government, 2019b). For which infectious diseases reporting requirement is
applicable can be found on the website of the RIVM (National Institute for Public Health and the
Environment, 2019e). The public health service always has to communicate cases of an infectious
disease with reporting requirement to the CIb. This happens anonymously. Personal data of patients
are not distributed nationally. The CIb uses this reporting, among other things, to assess whether
national control measures are needed (National Government, 2019b).
Subsequently, the public health service tracks down the source of the infection and assesses whether
the patient can have infected others. The public health service takes measures to prevent further
spread of the disease and evaluates afterwards if these measures had the desired effect. Examples of
such measures are vaccinating the social network of the patient and prescribing medicines (National
Government, 2019b). With the retrieved knowledge, rules and advices are made in order to decrease
the number of cases in the future. There is no legal obligation for citizens to reveal from whom they
may have gotten the infection or who they may have infected (National Institute for Public Health and
the Environment, 2007).
With regard to research and the measures to take, the public health service works closely together
with individual care providers as well as with the NVWA (in case of infections resulting from animals
or food), the Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment (in case of infections resulting
from the environment) and the Inspectorate SZW (in case of infections resulting from exposure at
work).
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The Inspection for Health Care (IGJ) is the legal authority which supervises the adherence to guidelines
and protocols, along with the quality of the performance of medical professionals (National Institute
for Public Health and the Environment, 2007).
In 2005, the Centre for Infectious Disease Control (CIb) was founded, which has a coordinating role in
the control of infectious diseases in the Netherlands. The CIb is part of the RIVM. Taken together, the
CIb has the central and substantive management in the (preparation for) threats or outbreaks. The CIb
also takes care of the communication during an infectious disease crisis and ensures effective and
good-quality collaboration and coordination between all players in the domain of infectious diseases.
Furthermore, the CIb conducts scientific research and collaborates in this field nationally and
internationally (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2019a). On top of that, the
CIb performs the national surveillance of infectious diseases and advises the Minister of Health,
Welfare and Sport and professionals in practice about the desired prevention and control policy. In
case of large-scale region-transcending outbreaks, the CIb takes operational control on behalf of the
Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment,
2018b). If necessary, the CIb organises and facilitates an Outbreak Management Team (OMT) or expert
meeting. During an OMT, several parties such as the RIVM, general practitioners, the Minister of
Health, Welfare and Sport and experts in infectious disease control come together to provide the best
possible advice to the Minister. The CIb makes use of existing expertise by collaborating nationally and
internationally with university research centres, professionals and other organisations. The CIb is also
the national coordination point for international organisations such as the WHO and the European
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) (National Institute for Public Health and the
Environment, 2018b).
Within the CIb, various centres are involved in epidemiology and surveillance, diagnostics and research
about infectious diseases. In 1995, the National Coordination Centre for Communicable Diseases
control (LCI, now part of the CIb) was founded to improve the collaboration between municipalities,
government, policy employees and experts. Among other things, the LCI develops protocols, guidelines
and hygiene norms for the local and national control of infectious diseases. These guidelines are
recognised as ‘professional’ standards for public health services. Protocols for example describe what
should happen if multiple cases of the same infectious disease arise (Public Health and Care, 2019).
Furthermore, the LCI maintains contact with doctors and social nurses from the public health services
and with other professionals in the field of infectious disease control (National Institute for Public
Health and the Environment, 2018b).
A concise overview of the actors involved in infectious disease control in the Netherlands and their
tasks is provided below in Table 4 (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2007).
This overview may not be fully complete.
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Table 4. Overview of the various actors involved in infectious disease control in the Netherlands and their tasks.

Actor(s)
General
practitioner/specialist

Public health service

RIVM-LCI
RIVM-CIb

Ministry of Health,
Welfare and Sport

Task
-Making a diagnosis
-Giving advice about treatment
-Reporting infectious disease cases with reporting requirement to the regional
public health service
-Communicating infectious disease cases with reporting requirement to the CIb
-Tracking down the source of the infection
-Assessing if the patient can have infected others
-Taking measures to prevent further spread of the disease
-Evaluating afterwards if the measures had the desired effect
-Developing protocols, guidelines and hygiene norms for the local and national
control of infectious diseases
-Coordinating infectious disease control during outbreaks
-Assessing if national control measures are needed, based on the reported
infectious disease cases
-Performing the national surveillance of infectious diseases
-Taking care of the communication during an infectious disease crisis
-Conducting research
-Collaborating nationally and internationally
-Advising the Minister of Health, Welfare and Sport about the desired prevention
and control policy
-Organising and facilitating an Outbreak Management Team (OMT) or expert
meeting
-Executing the control of infectious diseases
-Taking collective prevention measures for imminent infectious disease-related
problems

Note. Adapted from Infectieziekten en Veiligheid, Toekomstige uitdagingen voor maatschappij en beleid, by National Institute
for Public Health and the Environment, 2007.

In the Constitution, it is written that the national government should take measures to protect the
health of her citizens. Therefore, infectious disease control is traditionally seen as a task of the
government. The government has the responsibility to execute the control of infectious diseases via
the Collective Prevention Public Health Act and Decree (WCPV), covered by the municipal councils,
which jointly preserve 25 executive organisations, the public health services (De Staat van
Volksgezondheid en Zorg, 2019; National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2007). The
national government creates conditions with respect to collective prevention and control. The
government is regularly scientifically advised by the Health Council about the current state of affairs
with regard to the field of infectious diseases. The government does not only take action in case of a
diagnosed case, but can also take preventive measures for imminent problems based on own
perceptions or information from abroad (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment,
2007).
Networks and consultation structures
The Netherlands has several networks for infectious disease surveillance, aiming to gather data on
infectious diseases and signal outbreaks in time. A large part is being monitored by the RIVM.
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Based on the surveillance data, the RIVM decides whether there is a threat to public health and
whether control measures should be implemented (Public Health and Care, 2019).
Every Thursday, national and international signals on infectious diseases are discussed during the
surveillance meeting at the RIVM. Signals can be outbreaks, new or unexpected infectious diseases or
trends. These signals are used for the possible implementation of control measures, in order to prevent
further spread. Signals can come from surveillance sources as well as from public health services
(National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2019c). Other consultation structures in
infectious disease control include OMTs and expert meetings, both facilitated by the CIb.

The current infrastructure of infectious disease control in the Netherlands has now been explored. The
next section of this chapter will examine how tiger mosquito-related disease prevention is shaped.

Tiger mosquito control in the Netherlands
The previous section described how the current infrastructure of infectious disease control is shaped
in the Netherlands. The next step is to have a closer look at the current tiger mosquito control
measures in the Netherlands.

Organisational structure
Various actors are working together to prevent establishment of the tiger mosquito in the Netherlands
(Brandwagt et al., 2015). The monitoring and control of exotic vectors is seen as a public task in which
multiple governmental agencies are involved. To determine the role division and lines of
communication with regard to exotic vectors, the sequence of operations “Discovery exotic mosquito”
was created in 2012 by the NVWA (Centre for Monitoring of Vectors, 2014).
Based on the Public Health Act, municipalities are responsible for infectious disease control. Given that
the control of exotic mosquitoes was new for municipalities, the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport,
the NVWA and the RIVM jointly developed policy to prevent the establishment of tiger mosquitoes. In
2018, the Public Health Act changed, making the Dutch government responsible for the control of
invasive exotic mosquito species instead of municipalities. The Minister of Health, Welfare and Sport
now has the ultimate responsibility for the policy targeting exotic mosquitoes which form a risk for
public health (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2018c).
The CIb coordinates the infectious disease control in the Netherlands. Commissioned by the Ministry
of Health, Welfare and Sport, the CIb has taken the role as director of the prevention and control of
exotic mosquitoes and associated MBDs. Concrete, this means that the CIb is the central contact point
for other parties involved in this matter, including international organisations such as the ECDC and
the WHO (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2018c).
Besides the CIb, the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment is responsible for the use of biocides
(Centre for Monitoring of Vectors, 2014). Since 2010, the NVWA is responsible for the coordination
and execution of mosquito control. Within the NVWA, the CMV has been conducting research on the
prevention of exotic mosquitoes since 2009. The NVWA works together with a qualified private pest
control company which executes the direct control of invasive exotic mosquitoes.
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If exotic mosquitoes are found, public health services play an important role in the provision of
information to citizens and municipalities (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment,
2018c).
On the international level, the ECDC plays an important role. The ECDC is an agency from the EU which
aims to increase Europe’s resilience against infectious diseases. The organisation gathers and publishes
data on the current spread of exotic mosquito species in Europe, in collaboration with VBORNET, a
European network for vector surveillance aiming to improve public health. Since 2011, the WHOEurope is also involved in in the prevention and control of exotic mosquitoes (National Institute for
Public Health and the Environment, 2018c).
An overview of the actors involved with the monitoring and control of exotic vectors in the Netherlands
and their tasks is provided below in Table 5. Additionally, Figure 8 shows a flowchart which visualises
the tasks and responsibilities of the actors involved with the control of exotic mosquitoes. A detailed
description of the flowchart can be found in Appendix C.
Table 5. Most important tasks of the actors involved in the monitoring and control of exotic vectors.

Actor
CMV (part of NVWA)

CIb

Ministry of Health,
Welfare and Sport
Public health service

Tasks
-Active surveillance: monitoring of risk locations, field research on native and
exotic mosquito species.
-Passive surveillance: targeted research on exotic mosquito species based on
reports from citizens.
-Advising the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport on the potential control of
vectors.
-Coordinating the control of mosquitoes, reporting the discovery of
mosquitoes to the RIVM-CIb.
-Convoking a vector response team (team of experts from different sectors
within and outside of the RIVM).
-Advising the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport about adopting vector
control.
-Informing the concerned public health services about the discovery of
mosquitoes.
-Making decisions about vector control.
-Requesting the Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment for exemption on
the use of biocides.
-Informing the municipality board about the discovery of mosquitoes and
which measures to take.
-Involving the department of Medical Environmental Science in the control.
-Answering questions of citizens and professionals by the department of
Medical Environmental Science and Infectious Disease Control.

Note. Reprinted from Fighting mosquitoes in the Netherlands: Risks and control of exotic mosquitoes, by Brandwagt et al.,
2015, Retrieved from Nederlands tijdschrift voor geneeskunde, 159(A8025).
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Figure 8. Flowchart of tasks and responsibilities of the actors involved with the control of exotic mosquitoes. Reprinted
from Finding exotic mosquito: What now? NVWA sequence of operations, by Centre for Monitoring of Vectors (2014).

Integrated surveillance and outbreak preparedness
Entomological surveillance
In 2005, the tiger mosquito was discovered for the first time in the Netherlands. Imported lucky
bamboo plants contained eggs from the tiger mosquito. After watering these plants, the eggs hatched
and developed into adult tiger mosquitoes. Consequently, staff members of the import company got
bitten (Scholte et al., 2007). Partly as a result of these findings, the Centre for Monitoring of Vectors
(CMV) was founded as part of the NVWA. The CMV performs active surveillance at locations where
tiger mosquitoes could be imported, through the Exotic Mosquito Survey. Such monitoring is currently
performed at high-risk locations and PoEs. High-risk locations concern all lucky bamboo import
companies and all companies trading in second-hand tires. PoEs refer to important access routes to
the Netherlands and (air)ports. Examples of PoEs are Schiphol airport and the port of Rotterdam
(National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2012). The CMV routinely checks these risk
locations from April up and until October. This is done through inspections and mosquito traps which
are regularly inspected. In case exotic mosquitoes are found, these are eradicated. After that, the
locations are checked on a weekly basis to determine the presence or absence of the mosquitoes
(Brandwagt et al., 2015). The CMV also performs passive surveillance via the national surveillance of
native mosquitoes. Its goal is to map the native mosquitoes in the Netherlands, but potential exotic
mosquitoes are also observed (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2012). In
2018, exotic mosquitoes were found at eight car tire companies, three lucky bamboo companies and
three PoEs.
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Formal agreements with both the lucky bamboo industry and the second-hand tire industry were made
to oblige these companies to take extra measures for goods which are imported from high-risk areas.
More information about these formal agreements can be found in Boxes 2 and 3.
Box 2. Formal agreement with the lucky bamboo industry
Since 2011, the control of tiger mosquitoes in greenhouses is formally arranged in the Commodities Act
Decree Lucky Bamboo (Ministry of Health Welfare and Sport, 2011). According to this act, all lucky bamboo
plants must be transported to the Netherlands in closed containers. The containers must be opened again
for the first time in the Netherlands in a separated space. The plants can only leave the separated area after
these have been treated with a biocide or a similar product to release them from adult tiger mosquitoes and
tiger mosquito larvae. During the entire time that the plants are in the separated space, a biocide or similar
product must be added to the water each time that the plants are given water. A violation can result in a fine
of 1590 euros for small companies (50 employees or less) and 2100 euros for large companies (more than 50
employees) (Ministry of Health Welfare and Sport, 2011).

Box 3. Formal agreement with second-hand tire companies
In 2013, another formal agreement was made in the form of a covenant with used tire companies, to oblige
these companies to take extra measures for goods which are imported from high-risk areas (Ministry of
Health Welfare and Sport, 2013). This covenant was revised and slightly adjusted in 2017 (Ministry of Health
Welfare and Sport, 2017). The 2013 covenant contains an article on the use of biocides for treating tires. It
states that effective biocides are not allowed yet on the Dutch market. Therefore, the only way of prevention
is dry importation and storage of tires. According to the 2017 covenant, if tire companies import used tires
from risk areas, these companies must ensure that these shipments are imported dry and are stored dry and
covered. In this way, rainwater cannot access the tires. This is similar to the 2013 covenant. Furthermore,
shipments imported from risk areas must be traceable and must be separately handled by companies. They
must also be labelled. This is not included in the 2013 covenant. In the 2017 covenant, an article on the use
of biocides is not included (Ministry of Health Welfare and Sport, 2017).

Reports from citizens
Apart from this systematic monitoring performed by the CMV, the NVWA also receives notifications
from citizens about exotic mosquitoes. In 2010, tiger mosquitoes were discovered outdoors for the
first time (Scholte et al., 2010). Notable is the increase in the number of residential areas where citizens
have reported finding tiger mosquitoes. In 2016, tiger mosquitoes were found solely in Veenendaal.
The year after, they were found in Aalten as well as Dieren and at an industrial area in Weert. In 2018,
the NVWA found tiger mosquitoes in five residential areas (Netherlands Food and Consumer Product
Safety Authority, 2019c). The number of discoveries at car tire companies and lucky bamboo
companies has been stable for multiple years (Ibáñez-Justicia, 2019).
Citizens can report the discovery of a tiger mosquito by filling in a document on the website of the
NVWA (www.nvwa.nl/muggen). First, citizens are asked to check whether the mosquito is for sure a
tiger mosquito. This is identified by the so-called “tiger mosquito check”. Citizens get to see two
photographs of tiger mosquitoes (Figure 9 and Figure 10). The first question is whether the body of the
mosquito is bigger than a 10 eurocent coin. If it is, there is no need to report, because the body of the
tiger mosquito is clearly smaller than a 10 eurocent coin (as can be seen in Figure 9).
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The red circles in Figure 10 indicate three unique characteristics of the tiger mosquito: (i) the endings
of the hind-legs are white; (ii) the endings of the palps are white; and (iii) a white line runs from the
top of the head up to the back. The website also expresses that the report document does not need
to be filled in if the mosquito has shades of brown, red or yellow, if it has dark spots on its wings or if
its antennae are shorter than its head. If after this check, a person still thinks it could be a tiger
mosquito, the NVWA asks his or her to fill in the notification form and include a clear photograph of
the mosquito.

Figure 9. The tiger mosquito is smaller than a 10
eurocent coin. Reprinted from Asian tiger mosquito, by
Netherlands Food and Consumer Product Safety
Authority, 2019, Retrieved from
https://www.nvwa.nl/onderwerpen/muggen-knuttenen-teken/aziatische-tijgermug.

Figure 10. Unique characteristics of the tiger mosquito.
Reprinted from Asian tiger mosquito, by Netherlands Food
and Consumer Product Safety Authority, 2019, Retrieved
from https://www.nvwa.nl/onderwerpen/muggen-knuttenen-teken/aziatische-tijgermug.

Epidemiological surveillance
The surveillance of MBDs in humans is comparable to the surveillance of other infectious diseases in
the Netherlands (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2012). Signals of MBDs can
come from different sources. If an MBD is diagnosed for which there is reporting requirement, the
general practitioner or the laboratory reports this to the regional public health service. General
practitioners are also obliged to report an unusually high number of infections, even if there is no
reporting requirement for a specific infectious disease. Consequently, the public health service reports
it to the CIb. The CIb also receives signals on MBDs from the ECDC and the WHO, as well as from other
European countries. The latter happens via the Early Warning and Response System. Depending on the
urgency of the signal, the matter is consulted in the form of a surveillance meeting, response team or
OMT (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2012).
At this moment, the Netherlands does not have systematic surveillance for DENV and CHIKV infections
in humans. For these diseases, the Netherlands is located in context 4, as can be seen in Table 6 below.
This indicates that the pathogens are regularly introduced by infected travellers, but that there is no
danger of local spread, as (established populations of) vectors are absent (National Institute for Public
Health and the Environment, 2018c).
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Table 6. Different context in which a vector-borne disease can be found, including examples for the Netherlands of the
context of mosquito-borne diseases.

Context
1
2
3
4
5

Autochthonous infection
present in humans*
√
-

Pathogen present*

Vector present*

√
√
√
-

√
√
√
-

Example for the
Netherlands
Usutu
Malaria
West Nile fever
Dengue
Japanese encephalitis

*√ indicates presence, - indicates absence.
Note. Reprinted from Staat van infectieziekten in Nederland 2018, by National Institute for Public Health and the
Environment, 2018, Retrieved from https://www.rivm.nl/publicaties/staat-van-infectieziekten-in-nederland-2018.

The LCI provides guidelines for a large variety of infectious diseases, including Dengue, Chikungunya
and Zika. These guidelines contain information about the disease and its infectivity, diagnostics, risk
groups, epidemiology, prevention, measures, treatment and the history of the disease (National
Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2019b). Interestingly, there is a reporting requirement
for ZIKV infection in the Netherlands, in case this is found in pregnant women. This is because infection
with ZIKV can cause congenital abnormalities in the unborn child or can have a serious course (National
Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2018c). On the other hand, for DENV and CHIKV,
reporting requirement is only applicable to the Dutch Caribbean and not to the Netherlands.

Vector management
If tiger mosquitoes are discovered during entomological surveillance, possible breeding habitats are
removed (emptied or turned over) or treated with larvicides to kill tiger mosquito larvae. Although
these larvicides are not harmful for humans or animals, most biocides which are used in the
Netherlands are not officially permitted on the Dutch market (National Institute for Public Health and
the Environment, 2012). More information on biocide registration is provided in Box 4.
The mosquito control is performed by the pest control company under supervision of the inspector
from the CMV. Incidentally, the CMV also controls mosquitoes with an adulticide. In that case, the local
residents are informed about the activities via a letter (Netherlands Food and Consumer Product Safety
Authority, 2019b). More detailed information about the use of larvicides and adulticides in tiger
mosquito control can be found in Appendix D.
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Box 4. Biocide registration
Until recently, no biocides were registered for the control of exotic mosquitoes in the green space.
On the basis of a ‘temporary exemption’, it was possible to use a biocidal product that was not
allowed on the Dutch market. The Ministry of Infrastructure and Environment can decide to grant
an exemption for the use of a biocidal product. For this consideration, the knowledge and expertise
of the Dutch Board for the Authorisation of Plant Protection Products and Biocides (Ctgb) is used.
The Ctgb assesses if plant protection products and biocidal products are safe for humans, the
environment and animals before they can be sold and used in the Netherlands. This whole
procedure results in a delay of mosquito control. Since May 2019, the biocidal product Aqua KOthrine is permitted on the Dutch market for the control of adult mosquitoes, on account of
‘societal importance’ (Het college voor de toelating van gewasbeschermingsmiddelen en biociden,
2019).

Monitoring and evaluation
Evaluation of the effectiveness of the control is part of the strategy in the Netherlands. After the
discovery of an exotic mosquito, the CMV intensifies the monitoring and continues this after control
has been performed to assess the effectiveness. Therefore, the relevant location is intensively
monitored until the end of the active mosquito season, which is approximately the end of October.
The monitoring continues during the new season, as it cannot be ruled out that eggs may have survived
the winter (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2012). Information about the
successes and challenges of the current tiger mosquito control policy in the Netherlands is provided in
Box 5.
Box 5. Successes and challenges in the Netherlands
To date, the Dutch policy which aims to prevent permanent establishment of invasive exotic
mosquitoes, particularly the tiger mosquito, is successful (National Institute for Public Health and
the Environment, 2018c). Besides the Netherlands, no other European country has been able to
prevent establishment of the tiger mosquito after it was introduced (National Institute for Public
Health and the Environment, 2018c). However, the current eradication policy is under pressure.
This is due to the expanding distribution area in Europe, the increase in trade and tourism and the
rising temperature (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2018c). Other
countries have shown that costs steeply increase after the tiger mosquito has established. This is
related to the higher costs for mosquito surveillance and control plus the costs associated with loss
of tourism (Canali et al., 2017).

Communication and public education
Information in relation to the tiger mosquito is available for the public on the websites of multiple
involved authorities, such as the RIVM, the NVWA and the Dutch government (National Institute for
Public Health and the Environment, 2012). Information is available about exotic mosquitoes in general,
MBDs and current mosquito control.
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The website of the RIVM also contains information about the occurrence of tiger mosquitoes in the
Netherlands, disease transmission routes, precautionary measures for the public and precautionary
measures for employees of high-risk companies (National Institute for Public Health and the
Environment, 2019d). The RIVM emphasises that the chance of being bitten by a tiger mosquito in the
Netherlands is extremely low. The precautionary measures are therefore focused on travellers going
abroad.
In case the CMV finds an exotic mosquito at a high-risk company, a letter is send to that company,
explaining that the municipality will be informed about the finding by the regional public health service.
It also says that control activities will be performed (Centre for Monitoring of Vectors, 2014). In case
of such a finding, it is the responsibility of the public health service to inform the general public in that
specific region. Furthermore, all citizens who live in close proximity of the company will receive a letter
with information about the control activities. This letter differs between residents living in the 200
metres zone and the 500 metres zone to the company, given the difference in the type of control
measure used. Examples of these letters can be found in the manual for the control of exotic
mosquitoes from the CMV (2014).

Remaining questions
Based on the document analysis described in this chapter, certain information gaps remain. For
example, it is still a bit unclear which networks or partnerships exist and who takes part in those. It is
also unidentified whether other sectors besides the health sector are involved in tiger mosquitorelated disease prevention, whether additional consultation structures exist, what activities are
currently going well and what remains a challenge. In addition, more explanation is desired about why
the coordination of tiger mosquito control was scaled up to the national level, whether the
Netherlands would be prepared in case of an outbreak and how the infrastructure should look like in
the future, according to the interview participants. Various interviews were conducted in order to get
an answer to these questions. In the next section of this chapter, the interviews will be described.

Barriers and facilitators of the current infrastructure
At this point, we have explored what prevention measures and strategies are applied and
recommended internationally, and how the current infrastructure of tiger mosquito-related
prevention in the Netherlands is shaped. In this section, the infrastructure is further explored by means
of several interviews. These interviews aimed to find out which barriers and facilitators to implement
tiger mosquito-related disease prevention measures in the current infrastructure in the Netherlands
emerge from practice. This section also indicates what the interview participants say about what would
need to be arranged if the tiger mosquito would become a danger in the future.

Integrated surveillance and outbreak preparedness
From the interviews, it became clear that the Netherlands is currently located in scenario 1 of the three
scenarios from the ECDC (2012) which were presented in Chapter 4, due to repeated introductions of
the tiger mosquito. One interview participant argued that “scenarios” is a strange term, and that
“stages” would be a more suitable term. This participant stated that a part of the tiger mosquitoes in
the Netherlands is able to reproduce, which causes confusion. He mentioned:
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“There is a discussion going on about when to talk about “establishment” of mosquitoes. There is not
a single definition for it”.
Entomologist from the NVWA
He explained that if we would adopt the definition from the ECDC, one could say there was a case of
establishment in the Netherlands. However, people consider “established” as something permanent.
That causes confusion. According to this interview participant, using the terms “eradicable” and
“ineradicable” would take away this confusion.
Furthermore, the interview participants argued that it is important to make a distinction between the
stage that Thailand an Italy are in, and the stage the Netherlands is in. One participant explained:
“Until now, the problem of the tiger mosquito in the Netherlands has a limited scale, in comparison to
a country like Italy”.
Public health doctor at the LCI
The interview participants indicated that in the Netherlands, the most important step is to prevent
establishment of the tiger mosquito. It is not yet about pathogens at all. That is why the role of the LCI
is still relatively small. One participant mentioned that there is often confusion about the control
objective, especially among the public. If there would be a tiger mosquito population in the
Netherlands that would no longer be eradicable, the NVWA would still try to keep that population in
the same place to prevent further spread. In foreign countries, they control because a pathogen is
circulating and citizens can get sick. According to this participant, eradication does not have much
sense at that point. He questioned whether the latter control objective will become relevant for the
Netherlands. Another interview participant said:
“The Netherlands takes hard preventive action, but citizens still see it as failing, because mosquitoes
keep being regularly found. That is difficult”.
Medical entomologist at the CIb
For a long time, the CIb considered making an app through which citizens could report finding a tiger
mosquito. However, given the success of the current eradication strategy, the extra pressure of such
an app for the CMV would be too high to be effective. One participant explained that this is due to all
the false-positive reports. Nevertheless, she explained that this could change if the population of tiger
mosquitoes would increase.
Concerning outbreak preparedness, one interview participant argued that:
“If a disease outbreak would occur in a couple of years, the Netherlands would definitely be prepared.
That accounts for all infectious diseases”.
Public health doctor at the LCI
Several interview participants indicated there is an entire outbreak control infrastructure at the LCI. If
the LCI would have the impression that the Netherlands was facing local transmission of DENV or
CHIKV, that whole infrastructure would be put into operation. One interview participant mentioned
that this is something which can be arranged within hours or days. On the one hand, the LCI would
discuss about which mosquito control measures to take, in collaboration with the NVWA and the
entomologist. On the other hand, citizens should be alerted and made aware, as well as clinicians.
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The LCI would make question and answers pages for citizens and would have to make sure that the
diagnostics are in order. The latter would not be a problem. One interview participant said that if there
would be an outbreak, she thinks that it would be largely in the news and that everybody would know
about it in no time.

Diagnosis and case management
With regard to primary care, one interview participant was convinced that if a traveller returning from
Southern France or Italy would visit a Dutch clinic with a fever, no general practitioner in the
Netherlands would think about Dengue. She explained that right now, DENV infections do not occur
much and therefore there is little point in informing all general practitioners about it. Three interview
participants emphasised that if there would be a risk of transmission in the Netherlands, general
practitioners and clinicians should be educated for sure. In the event of an outbreak, this would occur
via the Dutch College of General Practitioners. In that situation, one interview participant added that
it would also be important to diagnose returning travellers from endemic regions in case they
experience symptoms. Both public health doctors from the LCI explained that they only ask attention
from general practitioners for issues that really matter. At the moment, they argue that this is not the
case for Dengue or Chikungunya.
“If the average general practitioner encounters Dengue or Chikungunya once in their life, it is useless
to ask attention for that”.
Public health doctor at the LCI
An interview participant stated that attention is paid to Dengue and Chikungunya at the travel
department of the public health service, but that general practitioners are not informed about
mosquito control measures intended for travellers. Concerning reporting requirement, the public
health doctor from public health service Southeast Brabant argued that:
“There is no point in making these diseases notifiable right now”.
Public health doctor at public health service Southeast Brabant
The medical entomologist from the CIb had a similar message. She assumed that if someone would
have caught Dengue in Rotterdam, the CIb would hear about it. According to her, it is such an
uncommon incident that (public health service) doctors would report it. For that reason, she argued,
reporting requirement is not necessary in the Netherlands. It is a heavy measure. Another interview
participant explained that it is difficult to say at what moment reporting requirement should be
introduced. She argues that it would not be introduced much earlier than when someone has gotten
sick. Before that, there is not much sense in it. She also pointed out that when Zika occurred, reporting
requirement was introduced very quickly.

Integrated vector management
Concerning vector management, three interview participants indicated that questions about the
effectiveness and acceptability of evidence-based control measures in the Netherlands are intended
for an entomologist with the right expertise. According to the entomologist from the NVWA, SITs are
being used for a different control objective than the Netherlands has. They are not useful if the
objective is eradication, like it is in the Netherlands. Another interview participant added that the
advantage of SIT is that the government can do things without having to enter citizens’ gardens.
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Many people think that you only have to do it once to get rid of the mosquitoes. However, you have
to keep doing it for the rest of your life.
Moreover, two interview participants believed that a control measure like the spraying intervention in
Italy could also be implemented in the Netherlands. One of them explained that similar interventions
are being implemented in the Netherlands in relation to the oak processionary caterpillar. She argued
that in case of such an intervention, the public must be informed about it. According to the other
interview participant:
“Such an intervention could definitely be acceptable in the Netherlands”.
Medical entomologist at the CIb
As a reason, she argued that the agents are not harmful for humans. However, another interview
participant could not say whether such an intervention would be acceptable in the Netherlands:
“You must weigh the risks of the mosquito itself against the environmental risks of the agent. They
are chemical biocides”.
Senior policy officer at the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport
She explained that adulticides are currently being sprayed in the Netherlands, but that this occurs at
industrial areas rather than residential areas. Also, weather conditions and timing are kept in mind.
Another interview participant argued that the problem with adulticides is that they are only effective
as an emergency intervention.
With regard to biocides, one interview participant indicated that the admission of biocides is still not
fully arranged yet. She explained that the Netherlands is too small for parties to invest in the
registration. She added that admission is not declined, but someone did not request it. Three interview
participants expressed that they hope the Netherlands will finally get the control agents permitted
that it needs. One interview participant mentioned that there is an important difference between a
permitted control agent and one for which an exemption is granted. He explained:
“An exemption is given on a temporary basis. It is maximised. You cannot keep resolving standard
situations with an exemption”.
Entomologist at the NVWA

Research
The interview participants mentioned several fields in which more research is needed to reach an
effective tiger mosquito-related prevention. One participant indicated that more research is needed
on the ecological side. She explained that at this moment, the Netherlands has much experience with
control at industrial areas and lucky bamboo companies. However, the type of location where tiger
mosquitoes are found will differ each time. She would encourage research on how tiger mosquitoes
could be controlled best in residential areas. She also believed that research is needed on how to make
sure that no new breeding habitats are created if new water or green spaces are created in the
Netherlands. Besides that, two interview participants indicated that additional control measures are
needed, such as green biocides and innovative methods which intervene with the reproductive cycle
of the mosquito. Another interview participant added that the Netherlands should explore which
mosquito control measures are used in countries such as France and Italy, or in South-American
countries which are in the same situation as the Netherlands. He added that we would first need to
test such interventions in the Netherlands to find out whether they would work here as well.
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The same interview participant mentioned that research is needed on how different aspects of vector
management are being taken up by the local population. In other words, what interventions (do not)
work and what is the effect of your (education) intervention. He explained:
“You can tell people to do something, but if half of the Dutch population does not do it, you can
question whether your intervention is effective”.
Public health doctor at the LCI
Another interview participant confirmed this by saying that research is needed on what does (not)
motivate people to take preventive measures, and how they can best present that to citizens. She
expressed that a lot of research has been conducted already on travellers, but that travelling is a very
different setting than when you live in an endemic region. Furthermore, two interview participants
mentioned that neither science nor the industry has yet designed an approach which actually works in
a situation like the one in the Netherlands. One interview participant explained that it is often claimed
that solutions exist. Nevertheless, practical research is needed to show that an approach actually
works. This is often lacking now. Finally, two interview participants indicated that more research is
needed on vaccines to prevent MBDs and to decrease the burden of disease.

Advocacy and resource mobilisation
Two interview participants expressed that it is important that the RIVM and the NVWA receive the
money to invest time in tiger mosquito-related matters. One of them also mentioned that it is
important that communication and advice for travellers is in the assignment.
Furthermore, the international guidelines pointed out that decision-makers could have difficulties with
prioritising diseases such as Dengue in times without epidemics. The senior policy officer from the
Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport acknowledges that the tiger mosquito is in competition with the
native mosquitoes in the Netherlands, especially if elsewhere in Europe is an outbreak of West Nile
fever.

Partnerships, coordination and collaboration
Collaboration and networks
From the interviews, it became clear that it is quite a small group of people who work together in
relation to the tiger mosquito. A interview participant called this the “Dutch network”. According to
the medical entomologist from the CIb, within the tiger mosquito file, there is a strong bond of trust
between the NVWA, the RIVM and the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport. She explained that the
lines are very short and there is regular contact. That is all she needs. Three other interview
participants emphasise this. A professional expressed that:
“The collaboration in relation to the tiger mosquito is going well. They know each other and know
where to find each other, that is key”.
Public health doctor at the LCI
At the moment, the NVWA is mainly concerned with the prevention and control of the tiger
mosquitoes. The moment it is relevant to include a health aspect, the NVWA collaborates with the
RIVM. Other key actors seem to be the municipalities, the public health services, “bureau GMV”
(sometimes part of a public health service), companies which perform the control and citizens. The
Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport has regular contact with the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water
Management and the CtgB. Furthermore, the CIb collaborates with Schiphol and used tire companies.
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According to the medical entomologist from the CIb, they have a good relationship with these
organisations. The interview participants expressed that the collaboration with all the involved
stakeholders is going well, also with the citizens. Interestingly, the public health doctor from public
health service Mid-Gelderland pointed out not to be collaborating much in relation to the tiger
mosquito at the moment, because there is not much going on in the region.
The interview participants described that the CIb is closely involved with Vectornet, which is a
European network, now coordinated by the RIVM. Sometimes, if a professional from the public health
side is needed, the LCI is asked to join. Since last year, the CIb is also involved with the COST Action
(European Cooperation in Science and Technology) AIM (Aedes Invasive Mosquitoes), which is 99
percent about the tiger mosquito. Two candidates from each country join those meetings. From the
Netherlands, someone from the CIb and from the CMV join. There is also the EMCA (European
Mosquito Control Association), which is not only about tiger mosquitoes. Moreover, the WHO
organises workshops concerning exotic mosquitoes for which the LCI is invited. An interview
participant explained that both the RIVM and the CMV have networks within Europa, for example with
researchers, the ECDC, Vectornet and other knowledgeable colleagues abroad. However, beyond that,
there is nothing structural where policy officers can meet each other and exchange knowledge about
each other’s policy.
“It is inconvenient that there is no European knowledge platform on the policy level”.
Senior policy officer at the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport
Both interview participants from public health service Southeast Brabant and Mid-Gelderland
indicated that there are networks and that most of them are regionally organised. One of these
networks is OZON, which is the regional zoonosis network in East-Netherlands. Five GGDs from the
region partake in OZON, as well as people from infectious disease control, medical environmental
sciences and the NVWA. They come together, see what they can learn from each other and what they
receive questions about. There are no activities related to the tiger mosquito yet. However, if
something would be going on, that would be a place to discuss it. An interview participant explained
that some other regions also have such a network, for example Brabant and Central-Netherlands.
Another interview participant explained that a mosquito file was created when Zika and Chikungunya
occurred in the Dutch Caribbean. Although this was not a tiger mosquito file, it was created so that we
could learn from them and they could learn from the Netherlands. The participant said that the
Netherlands has a better disease prevention system, while the Dutch Caribbean have vectors of
diseases which we do not yet have, but which we could get.
None of the interview participants indicated that they think it is relevant to include Rijkswaterstaat or
the regional water authorities in the tiger mosquito file. One interview participant believed that
Rijkswaterstaat is more involved with large waterworks. She would rather think about an
environmental agency and also sees a role for public health services. The latter is important for the
education of citizens. The same interview participant indicated that if we are talking about plans in the
spatial domain, then the environmental medical doctor (MMK) from the public health service has an
advisory role. She mentioned that the municipality should consult the environmental medical doctor
about the health risks. However, the link between the environmental medical doctor and involving
infectious diseases is not self-evident. She explains:
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“As a matter of fact, municipalities are not obliged to ask for advice. And if they do request it, it is not
self-evident that mosquitoes are taken into account”.
Senior policy officer at the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport
Coordination
From the document analysis, it became clear that infectious disease prevention in general is
coordinated by the LCI. All interview participants agreed that if the tiger mosquito would permanently
establish in the Netherlands, the coordination of disease prevention would still be executed by the LCI.
Since 2009, the CIb/LCI has the coordination over the control of the tiger mosquito. Two interview
participants indicated that the control used to be a task of the municipality (and associated public
health service). However, that did not seem effective, as in for some municipalities, economic interest
came before public health. For that reason, the coordination was centralised. One interview
participant explained that a lot more happens at the RIVM nowadays than at the public health service,
because the control is nationally arranged now. Another participant said that it is a good thing that the
law has changed. She argued that if we would have left it to the municipalities, we might have already
had a problem. Now that it is coordinated on the national level, it can be handled everywhere in the
same way, using central knowledge. Nevertheless, one interview participant pointed out that this is
really an exception. If the tiger mosquito would spread across the Netherlands, the logical step would
be to decentralise the coordination over the control of the tiger mosquito to municipalities. It will be
a challenge to organise that, but the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport is now slowly starting to
think about this matter. The participant illustrated:
“How will you make sure that municipalities do not create breeding habitats for tiger mosquitoes in
the green space? Municipalities might even need to think about hiring an entomologist”.
Senior policy officer at the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport
Consultation structure
The interview participants indicated that there are multiple kinds of mosquito-related consultation
structures. Once every two weeks during mosquito season, the CMV and the NVWA have a technical
advice team consultation, in which they discuss mosquito-related matters. The heads of the inspectors
as well as the head entomologist and the coordinator of the tiger mosquito are engaged in this team
consultation. The medical entomologist from CIb is also invited and is agenda member. If the CMV
finds tiger mosquitoes in a new situation, such as a different location or an unexpected size, then they
can ask the LCI for advice and a consultation follows with all relevant partners. Out of that consultation
comes an advice, which goes to the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport.
The first time a tiger mosquito is found in a municipality, a meeting with the municipality is requested.
In that meeting, the local public health service, the NVWA (to explain what they have found), and the
medical entomologist (to indicate the danger of the situation, or not) are present. In municipalities
where it happens more often, the situation is examined once every year.
Furthermore, two times per year, there is another kind of mosquito consultation. That is usually at the
beginning and at the end of the mosquito season. In that consultation, parties who are usually not
present during meetings discuss how things went. The NVWA, the CMV, the Ministry of Health, Welfare
and Sport, the medical entomologist, two interview participants from the LCI and the communication
department from the RIVM are present. Sometimes, a party from the RIVM concerning the biocides
also joins the consultation.
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According to the interview participants, there are two different kinds of consultations at the RIVM:
general consultations and consultations as a result of casuistry. During the former, mosquito-related
issues are discussed with the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport, an entomologist and if needed the
NVWA. During the latter, they come together to make decisions about the control, for example if there
is an extreme increase in the number of findings. Besides that, there are also regular surveillance
meetings. Those are weekly consultations, organised by the department EPI from the CIb, in which
(new) epidemiological signals are being discussed which are (potentially) relevant for the Netherlands.
A report of that comes out every week, intended for all the involved partners. The NVWA also takes
part in those. This consultation is not specifically about mosquitoes, but related issues, for example
the spread of such a disease, could be discussed there. While internists and infectiologists are
subscribed to the surveillance meeting, general practitioners are not.
In the context of disease control, the interview participants stated that there are possibilities for
upscaling within the CIb: an alignment meeting, a response team or an outbreak management team,
if there would be a disease outbreak. When there is a national disaster, the coordination level directly
goes up. But that is not relevant yet in relation to the tiger mosquito in the Netherlands.
An interview participant added that only in times of crisis, MBDs are discussed in the Health Security
Committee. This is a European consultation structure in which all directors public health take part from
the member states. Signals, risks and possible measures concerning an infectious disease can be
discussed there and advised to the Health Security Committee. An example was the ZIKV outbreak in
2016. However, there is no such consultation structure on the policy level which takes place on a
structural basis.
Furthermore, the interview participants mentioned that the public health services generally do not
have mosquito-related consultations with the RIVM. If something serious would be going on, public
health services would collaborate with the regional zoonosis network. A participant said that once
every two years, there is a structural consultation between the public health service infectious disease
control departments in Brabant and the NVWA. Mosquitoes are not always discussed there.

Communication and public education
With regard to communication, the interview participants emphasised that communication with all
stakeholders and with citizens is going well. If reproduction is occurring in an area, residents receive a
letter and a flyer from the CMV, explaining what citizens can do themselves. Participants also indicated
that informing the public and the mayor is the most important task of public health services in relation
to the tiger mosquito. The moment something is going on now, such as the eradication of oak
procession caterpillars, the public health services inform those living in that neighbourhood rather
than the entire public. An interview participant explained that if establishment of the tiger mosquito
would be national, then the information would be targeted at the entire country. That would be done
by the RIVM. She also mentioned that certain municipalities might need more attention, due to
(air)ports or a high number of expats. The chance that someone catches Dengue there is higher than
in other municipalities. Another interview participant explained that the CIb is sometimes invited to
an evening during which they have to explain to citizens why they do what they do. She explained that
if tiger mosquitoes are found, they keep it small by only locally sending a letter rather than publishing
it in the national paper. In that way, the lines are short. She expressed:
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“Good public education is that people know what is going on”.
Medical entomologist at the CIb
Another interview participant added that:
“If the press jumps on top of it, that causes noise in your communication”.
Public health doctor at public health service Southeast Brabant
According to the interview participants, much attention at the CIb is paid to public communication. It
is weighed up whether that happens actively or passively. The CIb could decide that active
communication might cause unrest. Last summer, the NVWA launched an animation on their website
and on social media for travellers, about how to prevent the introduction of tiger mosquitoes from
Southern European countries (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNmc6Oi7pNU). In January 2020,
this campaign will be evaluated and it will be discussed whether to continue with it.
Another participant explained that citizens have an important role in the removal of breeding habitats,
and that the NVWA evokes them to do so. Other participants would also definitely see a role for public
education if the Netherlands would be in a different stage. They think that the RIVM would coordinate
such national education. If a disease outbreak would take place in a couple of years, the participants
express that citizens would have to be alerted. One participant explained:
“Citizens are most important. If the tiger mosquito would really be a problem, citizens themselves
could do the most”.
Public health doctor at the LCI
She believed that if the virus would be circulating, people would want to know what it is and how they
could catch it. That requires information. She indicated that public health services would definitely
play a role in that. She added that if you search for “tiger mosquito”, you get pages from the RIVM with
questions and answers. That is more of a passive form of public education which is used.
Another interview participant stated that the tiger mosquito is in competition with the native
mosquitoes, which is a challenge for the communication. The tiger mosquito bites during the day, while
the other bites during the night. Another challenge she recognised is how you reach citizens. People
who spend their holiday in Europe are not inclined to see a public health service or travel clinic for
advice. Finally, an interview participant mentioned that it is a difficult consideration whether to start
a large campaign against mosquitoes or not. The question is whether the issue is so big that we should
do that.

Capacity-building
According to an interview participant, we would mostly need extra capacity rather than a different
approach if we would have a growth scenario in the Netherlands, as the current approach seems to
work. If the Netherlands would be situated in an Italian situation, then this approach would no longer
work. Eradication would not have much sense anymore at that point. There are no examples of a tiger
mosquito population being eradicated in a situation like the one Italy is currently in.

Additional comments
Politics
Most interview participants argued that the tiger mosquito is not a politically sensitive subject. One of
them expressed that:
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“Only if it is related to other politically-sensitive topics, for example if someone wants to get rid of a
tire storage place, then it becomes a politically sensitive topic”.
Public health doctor at public health service Southeast Brabant
According to another participant, the tiger mosquito is a politically sensitive subject, as the Ministry of
Health, Welfare and Sport regularly get parliamentary questions about it, both national and local. Two
interview participants said that the subject is sensitive to unnecessary commotion. One of them stated
that:
“The tiger mosquito is publicly sensitive”.
Medical entomologist at the CIb
Opposition and public concern
In the media and externally, there sometimes seems to be unjustified public concern about the way
things are going. An interview participant explained that the RIVM is even being sued by a party, who
claim that the information about tiger mosquitoes at tire car companies should be published in the
newspaper. This party also tried to prohibit the entire import of car tires. The participant finds that
situation difficult. Furthermore, three interview participants mentioned that some people ask a
disproportionate amount of attention for vector-related issues. They express the importance of
keeping things into perspective without exaggerating. Finally, the interview participants explained that
some people say things about tiger mosquitoes without having any knowledge about it, for example
in talk shows. That can cause panic, among others about diseases.
Additionally, an interview participant explained that it is difficult if tiger mosquitoes are found during
a calm period, because then the press jumps on top of it. She said:
“The press will always search for news. That sometimes interferes with your message”.
Public health doctor at public health service Southeast Brabant
Another interview participant mentioned that the NVWA is sometimes asked to come to a hearing and
give an explanation. He explained that this is because it is a new problem. He mentioned:
“A lot of nonsense is being written about it, and sometimes you have to defend against that. Those
are the difficult parts of the job”.
Entomologist at the NVWA
The same participant argued that there are no examples of countries in which tiger mosquitoes have
been eradicated in a situation like the one Italy is in. According to him, news messages report
differently.

6.2 Comparative analysis
This section provides an evaluation of the current infrastructure of tiger mosquito-related prevention
in the Netherlands, based on the conceptual model in Figure 7. It illustrates the similarities and
differences between the conceptual model and the current infrastructure in the Netherlands.
Starting with the substance elements, these concern what is currently addressed in the infrastructure
and what is the response.
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In relation to the dimension integrated surveillance and outbreak preparedness, there seem to be
various systems for the entomological surveillance of tiger mosquitoes. Epidemiological surveillance
of cases does not seem to be relevant in the Netherlands at the moment, because disease transmission
is not yet taking place. Concerning outbreak preparedness, there already seems to be an extensive
infrastructure of infectious disease control. There are various possibilities for upscaling as well as
guidelines, protocols and central coordination in case an outbreak would occur. Although the literature
indicated the importance of involving multiple sectors in tiger mosquito-related disease prevention,
most of the actors involved in the Netherlands still seem to belong to the health sector. The interview
participants did not seem to think of the Dutch Water Authorities or Rijkswaterstaat as relevant
partners in relation to the tiger mosquito. On the other hand, environmental medical doctors who
work at public health services could be a relevant partner in the future, if we are talking about plans
in the spatial domain which could have an effect on the tiger mosquito population.
In addition, the dimension diagnosis and case management does not seem to be addressed in the
current infrastructure of tiger mosquito-related prevention in the Netherlands. No special attention
seems to be paid to training primary care providers and informing the community about early signs of
tiger mosquito-related diseases. The interviews pointed out that there is little point in informing all
general practitioners about tiger mosquito-related diseases, because disease transmission is not taking
place. Currently, tiger mosquito-related diseases do not have reporting requirement in the
Netherlands. The interviews indicated that reporting requirement can be arranged quickly, in case it is
needed.
With regard to integrated vector management, the main measures to control tiger mosquitoes in the
Netherlands seem to be insecticides and the removal of breeding habitats. Other control measures are
not taken yet in the Netherlands. Vector control is currently the main strategy in the Netherlands.
However, the interviews indicated that the current eradication strategy would no longer work in case
an Italian situation is reached. Although the literature study indicated the importance of combining
insecticides with other interventions to prevent and control MBDs, this does not seem to be the case
in the Netherlands. Furthermore, all except for one types of insecticides are officially not allowed on
the Dutch market. Although the Ministry of Agriculture and Environment can grant exemptions to
enable its use, an exemption is only a temporary solution in the Netherlands. The interview
participants indicated that they hope more insecticides will become available. The literature study also
pointed out that the efforts of the local community should be used. Besides the reporting of tiger
mosquitoes by citizens, this does not seem to be addressed much in the current infrastructure. Vector
control in the Netherlands does not seem to be “integrated”.
The dimension future vaccine implementation did not come forward from the document analysis in a
way that it is actively prepared for. The interviews did indicate that more research on vaccines for tiger
mosquito-related diseases is needed.
Concerning the dimension research, the interviews indicated several fields in which more research is
needed. For example, research is needed on alternative control measures (proven to be effective in
other countries) and the effectiveness of (education) interventions. The interviews did not address
what kind of research is currently being conducted in the Netherlands. However, the Netherlands
Centre for One Health created 26 PhD positions to conduct research about different aspects of MBDs,
starting in January and February 2020 (Netherlands Centre for One Health, 2020). This indicates that
research in this field is currently being conducted.
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In relation to the dimension discourses, there seems to be some public concern in the Netherlands
related to tiger mosquitoes and -related diseases. Partly, that seems to be the cause of the media. The
interview participants indicated that this can be difficult. The interviews participants also explained
that news messages can interfere with the current message to the public, which is that no disease
transmission is taking place. On the other hand, there does not seem to be too much public concern,
as public health services generally do not get many questions about tiger mosquito control or -related
diseases. The tiger mosquito does not seem to be a politically sensitive topic. Concerning the
discourses of the interview participants, there does not seem to be a high sense of urgency in relation
to tiger mosquito-related diseases.
Besides the substance elements, the organisational conditions are about how the substance elements
are addressed in the current infrastructure in the Netherlands. In relation to the dimension formal
rules, it seems that municipalities are generally responsible for infectious disease control. This is
recorded in the Public Health Act. However, the Public Health Act changed in 2018, making the Dutch
government responsible for the control of tiger mosquitoes instead of municipalities. The interviews
pointed out that the coordination over the control of the tiger mosquito will be decentralised to
municipalities in the long-run, which will become a challenge. It is unknown when this will take place.
Additionally, covenants were made with both the lucky bamboo industry and the second-hand tire
industry, obliging these companies to take extra measures for goods which are imported from highrisk areas. The procedures in case tiger mosquitoes are found can also be related to formal rules. These
are described in more detail in Appendix D. Additionally, formal rules concern whether the use of
certain insecticides is allowed or not and whether an exemption is granted by the Ministry of
Infrastructure and Environment. Lastly, the fact that tiger mosquito-related diseases do not have
reporting requirement is also related to formal rules.
With regard to the dimension coalitions, coordination and collaboration, a variety of European
networks seems to exist concerning tiger mosquitoes, in which mainly the RIVM seems to take part. A
European network on the policy level seems to be missing. The interviews indicated the value that a
structural knowledge platform would have for policy officers, to meet each other and exchange
knowledge about each other’s policy. Overall, the collaboration between the actors involved in tiger
mosquito-related disease prevention seems to be going well. That could be related to the fact that the
“Dutch network” currently consists of a small group of people. The interviews also pointed out that
there are several regional zoonosis-related networks in which the public health services take part.
Currently, the tiger mosquito is not discussed in these networks, but if tiger mosquito-related disease
transmission would occur, this could be a place to discuss these matters. Furthermore, there seem to
be several types of consultation structures in relation to the tiger mosquito. Consultations are held if
tiger mosquitoes are found in new places or about which control measures will be used. Additional
consultation structures are available in case disease transmission would take place. These structures
exist, but tiger mosquitoes are not discussed there yet. Furthermore, infectious disease prevention in
general is coordinated by the LCI. According to the interviews, tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention would also be coordinated by the LCI. Although the literature study indicated the
importance of multi-sector preparedness and response, the health sector along with the NVWA
currently seem to be the main actors. According to the literature study, sectors related to water and
the spatial domain should be involved in tiger mosquito-related disease prevention, along with
municipalities. This seems to be missing in the Netherlands.
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Concerning the dimension organisational structure, the different tasks and responsibilities of the
actors involved with tiger mosquito-related disease prevention became clear from the analysis of the
current infrastructure. Roughly, the NVWA is in charge of vector control and coordinates the control,
while the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport makes the final decision about the control. The RIVM
takes a more advisory role for the NVWA and the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport concerning the
health aspects of vector control. The RIVM is also the main actor in the infectious disease control
infrastructure. Finally, the public health services are mostly concerned with informing citizens.
A difference between the conceptual model and the current infrastructure in the Netherlands
concerns the dimension advocacy and resource mobilisation. The literature indicated that advocacy
may be needed for getting a sufficient amount of resources available for tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention. This was not referred to in the analysis of the current infrastructure. The literature also
pointed out that prioritising tiger mosquito-related diseases in times without epidemics may be
difficult. This was acknowledged in the interviews. These indicated that the tiger mosquito is in
competition with the native mosquitoes in the Netherlands, especially if elsewhere in Europe is an
outbreak of West Nile fever.
Another dimension from the conceptual model is communication and public education. In the
international guidelines, public education is seen as an element of prevention, while in the
Netherlands, public education seems to have a very different role and seems to be used in a different
way. In the Netherlands, public education is used only for specific groups of people who are confronted
with the tiger mosquito in their direct environment. In addition, public education seems to be used
when the tiger mosquito is already there. The literature study also indicated that communication
should be used to generate behaviour change. That is different from the current infrastructure in the
Netherlands, as citizens are not stimulated to change their behaviour. Furthermore, the literature
indicated the benefits that public education campaigns can have. In the Netherlands, public education
campaigns are only used in a passive way. According to the interviews, one should think very carefully
about having an active campaign, because it can cause unnecessary concern. In 2019, the NVWA has
created an animation for citizens returning from their holiday, which includes tips to prevent the
introduction of tiger mosquitoes in the Netherlands. This animation seems to be a rather passive form
of public education. Although it was published in July 2019, it had only 34 views on 10 February 2020.
This could indicate that the animation is difficult to find. The interviews also illustrated that the
communication about tiger mosquito control and tiger mosquito-related disease transmission is
separated. The former is executed by the NVWA, while the latter would be done by the RIVM.
In relation to capacity-building, the literature indicated that decision-makers should be able to reach
out to a team of technical experts, and that all actors involved in tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention must work closely together. The former seems to be the case in the Netherlands, as the
various consultation structures make it possible to receive advice from technical experts. However,
vector control and infectious disease control seem to operate in a relatively separate way. As an
example, the interviews pointed out that a campaign about vector control would be initiated by the
NVWA, while a campaign about possible disease transmission would be initiated by the RIVM. The
interviews also indicated that if the Netherlands would enter a growth scenario, then we would mainly
need extra capacity rather than a different approach, because the current approach seems to work. As
of right now, the vector control capacity seems to be sufficient. It remains unknown from the
interviews at what point in time extra capacity would need to be realised.
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The last dimension from the conceptual model is monitoring and evaluation. This seems to correspond
with the infrastructure in the Netherlands. Monitoring is an important part of surveillance in the
Netherlands. The NVWA regularly checks whether a control measure has worked or whether control
should be continued. Evaluation of the effectiveness of mosquito control is also included in the current
infrastructure in the Netherlands. However, it is unknown whether such evaluation is proactively used
to improve the current control approach. The interviews indicated that it is currently being evaluated
whether the passive campaign from the NVWA will be continued or not.
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7. Discussion
This chapter starts with a discussion of the research results, followed by the theoretical and practical
implications. Finally, the strengths and limitations of the research are discussed.

7.1 Discussion of results
The aim of this research was to conceptualise the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention and to evaluate the current infrastructure in the Netherlands based on this conceptual
model. Based on policy arrangements and implementation literature combined with document
analyses, a conceptual model of the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention
comprises six issue-related substance elements and seven organisational conditions. The substance
elements indicate what should be addressed in the prevention programme, while the organisational
conditions indicate what is required for effective implementation of the prevention programme. As a
result of these substance elements and organisational conditions, the conceptual model makes it
easier to monitor and evaluate a tiger mosquito-related prevention programme.
Most of the substance elements and organisational conditions from the conceptual model are relevant
for the Netherlands. Starting with integrated surveillance and outbreak preparedness, the document
analysis and interviews indicate that already much attention is paid to entomological surveillance in
the Netherlands. Less attention is currently paid to epidemiological surveillance, because disease
transmission is not taking place. The document analysis and interviews also point out that there is
already an entire outbreak control infrastructure in the Netherlands which could be arranged at the
LCI within hours or days. The interviews illustrate that guidelines, protocols and consultation structures
are available in case transmission of tiger mosquito-related diseases would occur. This suggests that
there is a network of organisations and actors who know what their role is. The interviews also point
out that the element diagnosis and case management is not yet very relevant for the Netherlands,
given that disease transmission is not taking place. For the same reason, the element future vaccine
implementation is also considered less relevant at the moment. On the other hand, the element
integrated vector management is relevant for the Netherlands. The image which emerges from the
document analysis and the interviews is that the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention in the Netherlands currently concerns vector control. However, the international guidelines
indicate that vector control is a part of prevention, but that it does not cover the whole concept of
prevention. According to the international guidelines, disease prevention comprises more elements
than vector control alone. This is explained in more detail in Appendix A. The international guidelines
also point out that insecticides should be combined with other mosquito control interventions to make
vector management more integrated. Based on the document analysis and the interviews, this does
not seem to be addressed much in the current infrastructure. The interviews illustrate that this is
because the current strategy seems to be working. Furthermore, research is another element which is
considered relevant for the Netherlands. The interview participants explain that more research in this
field is needed, among others on alternative control measures. Besides that, 26 researchers are
currently doing a PhD in the Netherlands in the field of MBDs, which indicates that research is
addressed in the current infrastructure. Discourses is another element which is considered relevant for
the Netherlands. The interviews explain that the media sometimes causes public concern among
citizens, resulting from news messages about tiger mosquito-related control or -diseases. Besides that,
the interview participants do not express a high sense of urgency for the issue.
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An organisational condition which is extremely relevant for the Netherlands is formal rules. In the
current infrastructure, the coordination over the control of the tiger mosquito is centralised. However,
the interviews point out that this coordination will be decentralised to municipalities in the long-run.
Regarding coalitions, coordination and collaboration, the document analysis and the interviews
illustrate that the Netherlands already has various networks and consultation structures for both tiger
mosquito-related issues and infectious disease control in general. According to the international
guidelines, water-related sectors should be involved in the prevention, but these do not seem to be
addressed in the Netherlands. If we look at the organisational structure in the Netherlands, the
interviews illustrate that the sectors of vector control and disease control operate in a relatively
separate way. Furthermore, advocacy and resource mobilisation is considered relevant for the
Netherlands. The interviews point out that the tiger mosquito is in competition with native mosquitoes
in the Netherlands, and that extra capacity in terms of staff members will be needed if the tiger
mosquito population increases. Communication and public education is very relevant for the
Netherlands as well. From the interviews, it becomes clear that public education in relation to the tiger
mosquito is used in a rather passive form. The perception of the interview participants is that active
public education could cause unrest among citizens. Governmental agencies seem to be careful about
what they communicate. Capacity-building is another enabling factors which is considered relevant for
the Netherlands. According to the interview participants, the vector control capacity is sufficient at the
moment. However, it remains unknown whether the current vector control activities will be expanded
if the tiger mosquito population would increase, and how that would be shaped. Finally, monitoring
and evaluation is addressed in the current infrastructure, in a way that current control measures are
closely monitored. It remains unknown whether evaluation is proactively used to improve the current
control approach in the Netherlands.
Besides the elements from the conceptual model, the interview participants mentioned the following
five facilitators and barriers to implement tiger mosquito-related disease prevention measures in the
Netherlands: awareness and urgency; network integration and coordination; water management and
the spatial domain; technical developments; and decentralised preparedness. These will be explained
in the next section.
Awareness and urgency
Although evidence from Fischer et al. (2014) and Huynen et al. (2019) indicates that it is a matter of
time before the tiger mosquito will have permanently settled in the Netherlands, the interview
participants do not express a high sense of urgency in relation to the tiger mosquito. According to the
international guidelines, creating awareness among citizens with regard to the tiger mosquito should
be part of the prevention. The international guidelines also emphasise that citizens can take various
preventive actions to help in the control of tiger mosquitoes and to protect themselves. These concrete
actions are described in Appendix A. It shows the importance of educating citizens, to make sure that
they know what preventive actions they can undertake themselves.
The image that comes forward from the document analysis and the interviews is that in the
Netherlands, tiger mosquito-related prevention is the issue of professionals and the RIVM. If we want
to make sure that citizens and municipalities take action, that requires a different communication
strategy. The current communication strategy seems rather reserved, in order to avoid public concern.
That has the effect that citizens do not see the tiger mosquito as a problem of their own and do not
feel responsible.
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This communication strategy seems to work counterproductive, given the importance of involving
citizens in tiger mosquito-related prevention as the international guidelines point out. The outbreak of
the novel coronavirus, which started in December 2019 and comprises more than 60,000 cases to date
(13 February 2020), illustrates that public concern for such an issue is not by definition an exaggeration
(Worldometer, 2020). The current communication strategy could be a hindering factor in the
preparation of all parties for the moment a tiger mosquito-related disease outbreak would occur. It
could also be a hindering factor in stimulating advocacy and resource mobilisation, which is another
part of prevention according to the international guidelines.
Network integration and coordination
The document analysis and the interviews indicate that only a small “Dutch network” of professionals
is currently working in relation to the tiger mosquito. This seems to be because the tiger mosquito is
not causing problems at the moment. The image that comes forward from the document analysis and
the interviews is that in the Netherlands, prevention is mainly organised when it comes to vector
control. The sectors of vector control and disease control operate in a relatively separate way. Besides
vector control, many other elements of prevention which are recommended in the international
guidelines are currently less apparent in the Dutch infrastructure. More about the relevance of these
prevention measures can be read in Appendix A. However, adopting more elements of tiger mosquitorelated prevention requires an enlargement of the Dutch network. Additional actors would need to be
mobilised and convinced of the importance of tiger mosquito-related prevention and the fact that
citizens are key actors as well.
Water management and the spatial domain
As discussed earlier, tiger mosquito-related prevention in the Netherlands is concentrated on vector
control. Also in the field of vector control, further improvements could be made. Although the
Netherlands is a water country, the interviews illustrate that developments in the spatial domain and
water management are not taken into account in vector control. Water-related sectors should be an
integral part of vector control, according to the international guidelines. The interview participants
agree that places where extra water is created should be taken into consideration when it comes to
tiger mosquito-related prevention. Nevertheless, they do not consider the Dutch Water Authorities or
Rijkswaterstaat as directly relevant partners in relation to the tiger mosquito. It could be that the Dutch
Water Authorities and Rijkswaterstaat are on a too-high level, making them irrelevant for the tiger
mosquito. Still, sectors related to water management and the spatial domain, such as landscape
design, could be relevant to involve in the prevention.
Technical developments
The interviews point out that the current approach which is concentrated on vector control works.
However, the interview participants also mention that the current eradication strategy would no
longer work in case an Italian situation is reached. If the Netherlands would reach a stage of permanent
tiger mosquito establishment or even disease transmission, other mosquito control techniques might
be needed besides the current insecticide use and removal of breeding habitats. Detailed information
about various mosquito control techniques, along with associated successes and challenges, can be
found in Appendix A. According to the interview participants, additional research is required before a
new mosquito control technique could be implemented in the Netherlands. They explain that evidence
is needed about which techniques work in practice, and that such research would need to be
conducted in a country in which the tiger mosquito is already permanently settled.
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Decentralised preparedness
Furthermore, the interviews indicate that the coordination over the control of the tiger mosquito will
most likely be decentralised to municipalities in the long-run. That seems to be the normal procedure
in relation to infectious disease control. It could become a major challenge to prepare municipalities
for this responsibility. Interestingly, only one interview participant addresses the fact that this
decentralisation is the regular procedure in infectious disease control. The other interview participants
indicate that they are not aware that this decentralisation will take place. This raises the question
whether municipalities will be prepared in time and how this preparation would be shaped.

7.2 Theoretical and practical implications
Looking back at the policy arrangements and implementation literature in Chapter 2, there seems to
be a gap between the organisational theory and tiger mosquito-related disease prevention in general.
With this thesis, it is attempted to bring these two worlds closer together and to show how the
organisational theory can be relevant for a good organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention. The added value of the PAA and the AFM is that they provide a better understanding of
the concept “organisation”. The policy literature makes us aware that “organisation” comprises both
substance aspects and organisational conditions which are required for effective implementation of
the policy and goal achievement. The final conceptual model includes dimensions from both the
organisational theory and the literature study. This makes it more complete than it would be when
only the literature study was used.
On the one hand, the results of this research contribute to a more inclusive understanding of what
components the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention should consist of. On the
other hand, the results contribute to an increased knowledge of the current infrastructure in the
Netherlands. They show that the infrastructure in the Netherlands could take into account additional
elements of prevention. This newly generated knowledge could be relevant for policy makers who are
able to make alterations to the current organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention in
the Netherlands.

7.3 Strengths and limitations
Interpreting the results of this research, several strengths and limitations should be taken into account.
To begin with, it seems like all the actors in the “Dutch network” concerning the tiger mosquito were
interviewed. This shows the inclusiveness of the current research. On the other hand, the number of
interview participants can also be seen as a limitation of this research. In total, six interviews were
conducted with seven participants. During the interviews, the participants mentioned additional actors
who could have been relevant to interview, such as the environmental medical doctors who work at
public health services. Therefore, the input of other relevant actors could be missing in this report.
However, time constraints made it impossible to conduct additional interviews with these actors.
These actors could have had interesting insights which are now missing in this research.
Another limitation of this research is that the interviews were conducted in Dutch, while the rest of
the research was conducted in English. This meant that the quotes used in this research had to be
translated to English, affecting the confirmability of the findings. Although this was done with the
greatest consideration, the translation of quotes to another language can cause a problem.
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This is because in the translation, the words of the interview participants are not literally their own
anymore (Temple, 2008). On the other hand, conducting the interviews in Dutch can also be seen as a
strength of this research, as it allowed the researcher to dig deeper and the interview participants to
express themselves more clearly. Nevertheless, the fact that only one researcher conducted and
analysed the interviews lowered the confirmability of the findings.
Furthermore, interviews were conducted with public health doctors from only two public health
services in the Netherlands. Even though these public health services were selected randomly, the
results from the interviews might not be representative for all public health services in the
Netherlands. This limits the credibility and transferability of the results.
Several measures were taken to achieve a high credibility, transferability, dependability and
confirmability of the research. Besides random selection of the interview participants, triangulation of
methods and data was applied. This is a huge strength of the research. Document analyses as well as
a literature study and interviews were conducted, which increases the credibility of the research
(Scheepers et al., 2016; Shenton, 2004). Moreover, anonymity was ensured and a member check was
done after each interview. This further enhances the credibility of the research (Yanow & SchwartzShea, 2015). A precise description of the methodology was also provided, strengthening the
transferability and dependability of the research (Shenton, 2004). Finally, the use of quotes from the
interview participants increases the confirmability of the research (Shenton, 2004).
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8. Conclusion
This research aimed to conceptualise the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention
and to evaluate the current infrastructure in the Netherlands based on this conceptual model. Based
on the policy arrangements and implementation literature combined with the international guidelines,
scientific literature and the strategic approach in Italy and Thailand, it can be concluded that the
organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention comprises six issue-related substance
elements and seven organisational conditions. This is shown by the conceptual model in Figure 11
below.

Figure 11. Adjusted conceptual model for the organisation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention.

This conceptual model is an important output of the research. It can be used to monitor and evaluate
a tiger mosquito-related disease prevention programme. What this model adds to the other models in
the international guidelines is that it makes a distinction between substance and organisation. If only
the literature on MBD prevention was studied, we would have been less aware of all the different
dimensions of organisation and implementation. Besides that, the conceptual model pays much more
attention than other models to the conditions which are needed for effective implementation of the
prevention programme. The conceptual model also comprises the dimensions “discourses”, “formal
rules” and “organisational structure”, which are not included in any of the other models in the
international guidelines. These dimensions have shown to be very relevant to the infrastructure in the
Netherlands.
Above all, the conceptual model has a great added value for the Netherlands. The impression which
emerges from the results is that the Netherlands already has an extensive outbreak control
infrastructure, including guidelines, protocols and consultation structures. However, the current
organisation of tiger mosquito-related prevention in the Netherlands concerns vector control.
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This, while disease prevention comprises more than vector control alone (World Health Organization
Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean, 2020). As explained in more detail in Appendix A, the
international guidelines indicate that it is possible to organise more components of disease prevention.
Among others, the guidelines show that citizens can take preventive actions and that municipalities
should be ready when they regain the coordination over the control of the tiger mosquito. That is
currently not the case, which is why this coordination was centralised. As a result, municipalities are
not obliged to take action and the overall sense of urgency is low. Appendix A provides a variety of
concrete prevention measures which could also be relevant for the Netherlands, for instance when it
enters a different stage. At the moment, the Netherlands does not seem to be taking into account the
potential of several other components in the prevention domain. Although the Netherlands may not
be situated in a stage yet in which the tiger mosquito has permanently settled, the other components
of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention are just as relevant to the Netherlands as to any other
country.
Additionally, it becomes clear from the interviews that there is a strong reservedness among the actors
in the current infrastructure in terms of providing information about tiger mosquito-related
prevention. This communication strategy seems to work counterproductive, as it generates a low
sense of urgency and little resource mobilisation. Another result of the current communication
strategy is that citizens and municipality do not feel responsible for the issue and that citizens do not
know which preventive actions they can take to protect themselves. If we want to make sure that
citizens and municipalities take action, a different communication strategy is required.

Recommendations
Practical recommendation
A practical recommendation can be made to ensure that municipalities are well-prepared at the
moment the coordination over the control of the tiger mosquito is decentralised. We need to ascertain
that this is organised properly, ensuring that municipalities know what is expected of them and what
actions they should take in different situations. I would therefore recommend to develop a generic
informative protocol, providing grip to all municipalities at the moment this decentralisation takes
place. This generic protocol should:
•

Include a description of the content, explaining which measures should be taken in different
situations. The international guidelines already provide much information about the specific
measures that should be adopted in different stages. This can be found in Appendix A.

•

Include a description of the organisational side, explaining what capacities and expertise would
be needed and which actors should be involved in tiger mosquito-related prevention.

•

Emphasise the importance of integral collaboration between different actors and sectors.
Sectors which could be relevant to involve in tiger mosquito-related disease prevention include
those related to water and the spatial domain, such as landscape design or spatial planning.

•

Describe the current knowledge infrastructure, so that municipalities could make an appeal to
(national) expertise.

•

Include an overview of the amount of funds that would need to be released, so that the budget
could be allocated at the moment it is required.
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Future research
Based on the results and the input of the interview participants, the following recommendations for
future research can be made:
•

Research is needed to establish which control measures or techniques should be adopted in
the Netherlands if the current vector control strategy would no longer work. Although the
international guidelines and the scientific literature already address several mosquito control
techniques, the interview participants indicate that research is needed to find out which of
these techniques actually work in practice. The interview participants point out that such
research should be conducted in countries comparable to the Netherlands.

•

Additional research should be conducted to find out which additional sectors or partners
would be relevant to involve in tiger mosquito-related disease prevention in the Netherlands.
Besides water-related sectors, as indicated by the international guidelines, it should be studied
what role the spatial domain could have in tiger mosquito-related prevention in the
Netherlands and which other sectors might be relevant as well. The knowledge gained from
this research will become especially important when the tiger mosquito becomes more
broadly established in the Netherlands.
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Appendices
Appendix A
International guidelines and evidence-based prevention measures
A variety of international guidelines for the prevention of tiger mosquito-related diseases is available.
In this section, three of these guideline documents are analysed. To begin with, in 2012, the WHO
(2012) published the Global Strategy for Dengue Prevention and Control 2012-2020. The strategy’s
main goal is to decrease the burden of Dengue worldwide, through strengthening national and local
capabilities as well as regional coordination. It focuses on all mosquito species which can transmit
Dengue, including the tiger mosquito. In the same year, the ECDC (2012) produced a guideline
document for the surveillance of invasive mosquitoes specifically in Europe. This document was made
because the ECDC recognised a need for guidance on tailored surveillance in Europe. It concerns tiger
mosquitoes as well as other invasive mosquito species (IMS) which are present in Europe. The third
guideline document is the Integrated Management Strategy for Dengue (IMS-Dengue) prevention and
control (Pan American Health Association, 2018). It was developed in 2003 by the PAHO in
collaboration with the WHO. The IMS-Dengue aims to promote the integration of various essential
components for the prevention and control of Dengue at the national, sub-regional and regional level.
Similar to the Global Strategy, the IMS-Dengue focuses on all IMS which can transmit Dengue, including
the tiger mosquito. In 2017, the IMS-Dengue was updated and the components “vaccines” and
“environment” were added, as well as two overarching themes: “social communication for behavioural
change” and “operational research”. The IMS-Dengue has already been adopted by 26 countries,
mostly in Central and South America (Pan American Health Association, 2018).

Technical elements
Integrated surveillance and outbreak preparedness
Integrated surveillance
The first component of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention which emerged from the literature
is integrated surveillance and outbreak preparedness.
This is acknowledged in both the Global Strategy and the IMS-Dengue. Surveillance is crucial in any
Dengue control programme, as it provides the necessary information for risk assessment and
programme guidance. It is needed to rapidly detect epidemics for early intervention (World Health
Organization, 2012a). According to Burrell, Howard and Murphy (2017), Dengue surveillance comprises
both epidemiological and entomological surveillance. Epidemiological surveillance involves the
assessment of cases, the identification of causative organisms and the compilation of populationbased data which provide information for policy in public health (Burrell et al., 2017). On the other
hand, entomological surveillance is used to assess changes in the density of the vector and its
geographical distribution, to evaluate control programmes and to facilitate good and timely decisions
with regard to interventions (Basker et al., 2013).
According to both the PAHO (2018) and the WHO (2012), the epidemiological surveillance system for
Dengue should be included in a country’s national health information system. A series of key indicators
should be monitored at multiple levels of the country’s health administration. These indicators should
at least include: (i) the number of Dengue cases with a clinical diagnosis; (ii) the number of severe
Dengue cases; and (iii) the number of confirmed deaths by Dengue.
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This data is needed to evaluate the progress in reducing Dengue morbidity and mortality. Other risk
indicators can for example include mosquito breeding habitats or the presence of environmental
control methods. It is also important to continuously monitor changes in Dengue serotypes (World
Health Organization, 2012a).
While the WHO and the PAHO focus primarily on epidemiological surveillance, the ECDC (2012) pays
attention to entomological surveillance of the invasive mosquitoes. The ECDC (2012) states that if IMS
are detected early, this improves opportunities for timely response measures and thus the prevention
of MBDs. Furthermore, surveillance of the abundance and further spread of IMS is necessary in regions
where these have established, to guarantee timely risk assessment of disease transmission to humans
(European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 2012).
The ECDC (2012) aims to further harmonise the surveillance procedures in the European Region, in
order for data from different areas or countries to be compared over time. Concerning the surveillance
of IMS, the ECDC (2012) makes a distinction between three likely scenarios:
•

•

•

Scenario 1: the IMS is not established – but there is a risk of introduction and establishment.
o Surveillance is used to detect the possible introduction and establishment of invasive
mosquitoes at PoEs.
▪ Surveillance around MBD cases is available and ready to be implemented.
▪ A plan to eliminate IMS is defined and ready to be initiated.
▪ The information flow is determined and ready to be initiated.
Scenario 2: the IMS is locally established – and there is a low risk that it will spread to new
regions.
o Surveillance is used to quantify the establishment and to detect the possible spread of
IMS.
▪ Surveillance continues to be performed at PoEs and is ready to be initiated
around MBD cases.
▪ Surveillance is intensified at locations where invasive mosquitoes are found
and is performed in surrounding areas as well.
▪ Mosquito control plans are initiated in all the areas in which invasive
mosquitoes are detected.
▪ Surveillance of invasive mosquitoes is performed to identify how efficient the
control measures are.
▪ The communication plan is initiated.
Scenario 3: the IMS is widely established – and there is a high risk that it will spread to new
regions.
o Surveillance is used to identify the population dynamics of IMS.
▪ Surveillance continues to be performed at PoEs and is ready to be initiated
around MBD cases.
▪ Surveillance at locations where invasive mosquitoes are found is maintained
to determine abundance and seasonal population dynamics.
▪ Surveillance is expanded to surrounding areas to be able to detect the spread.
▪ Mosquito control plans are initiated in all the areas in which invasive
mosquitoes are detected.
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▪
▪
▪

Surveillance of invasive mosquitoes is performed to identify how efficient the
control measures are.
During a MBD outbreak, surveillance is used for the detection of pathogens in
invasive mosquitoes collected in the field.
The communication plan is initiated.

The risk estimate of the aforementioned scenarios is based on both the presence and the abundance
of the IMS, not on the likelihood of disease transmission. In case a country is already confronted with
a disease outbreak, then the surveillance activities may need to be prolonged or strengthened
(European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 2012). The guideline document from the ECDC
(2012) is the only guideline which makes use of these three scenarios. Additionally, the ECDC (2012)
emphasises that actions with regard to surveillance should be taken at different geographical levels
(international, national, regional and local), depending on the risk. This is illustrated below in Table 7.
Table 7. Overview of actions that should be taken at different geographical levels, depending on the type of risk.

Risk of introduction
of IMS

Risk of establishment
and spread of IMS
Assessment of
sanitary risk
Management/control
of sanitary risk

International

National

Regional/provincial

Local

Updating of
regulations and
recommendations
aimed at reducing
the risk of passive
spread of IMS.

Application of International
Health Regulations to free
ports and airports of vector.

Identification of critical
issues and preventive
measures to be discussed
at (inter-) national level.

Identification of critical
issues and preventive
measures to be discussed
at regional level.

Development of national risk
assessment and
management plans for IMS
and MBD:

Development of regional
plans for IMS and MBD
surveillance:

-Providing resources and
ensuring cooperation for
the application of
surveillance and control
measures at sites at risk for
IMS and MBD;
-Cooperation in
dissemination of
information to residents, to
obtain community
participation and avoiding
local conflicts.

-Analysis and identification
of introduction pathways
and PoE;
-Listing and mapping of risk
of PoE;
-Defining IMS at risk for
introduction and
establishment;
-Defining mosquito collection
strategy and methods;
-Defining mosquito and
pathogen identification
capacities;
-Developing a national IMS
and MBD control plan.

-Organisation and
implementation of
surveillance activities at
sites at risk of IMS entry;
-Collection of biological
parameters of IMS;
-When IMS is introduced,
identification of origins
and pathways of
introduction;
-Identification of possible
spread and passive
dispersal of IMS;
-Implementing the IMS
and MBD control plan if
necessary.

Note. Reprinted from Guidelines for the surveillance of invasive mosquitoes in Europe, by European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control, Retrieved from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22971331

Besides various geographical levels, the ECDC (2012) highlights the importance of including various
partners in the surveillance activities, all with different responsibilities. This is shown in Table 8.
Surveillance goes beyond merely the health sector, and includes many other parties as well (European
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control, 2012).
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The guideline document from the ECDC (2012) is the only document which explicitly mentions the
fragmentation of responsibilities and which acknowledges potentially involved partners.
Table 8. Overview of the ideal allocation of tasks and responsibilities to various partners that could be involved in
surveillance activities.
Ministry in charge of
health (state)

Ministry in charge of
agriculture (state)
Ministry in charge of
environment (state)
Public health services
(state, regional/provincial,
local)
Veterinarian services
(state, regional/provincial,
local)
Regional/Provincial
government (depending on
the degree of autonomy)
Research institutions

-International negotiations on regulations to prevent/limit the worldwide spread of IMS and
MBD.
-Responsible for the application of international health regulations.
-Development and coordination of risk assessment and management plans for IMS and MBD,
including identification of capacities, training activities and allotment of responsibilities.
Contribution to the coordination of risk assessment and management plans for zoonotic
MBD.
Contributions to the coordination of risk assessment and management plans for biodiversity;
assistance in the assessment of side effects of mosquito control measures.
Contribution to the surveillance of IMS and MBD (i.e. mosquito pathogen screening, human
cases) and the assessment of health impact of control measures.
Surveillance of zoonotic MBD (i.e. animal cases among wildlife1, livestock and pets, mosquito
pathogen screening).
Definition and implementation of regional/provincial risk assessment and management plans
for IMS and MBD.
-Contribution to the surveillance of IMS.
-Support for risk assessment/management activities, the efficacy/quality assessment of
mosquito control applications and their side effects (impact on non-target fauna, impact on
dispersal of mosquitoes, impact on human health), pesticide resistance management.
-Support for the collection of data on bionomics of IMS in specific contexts, determining
spread, nuisance and vector potential. Contributions to the training of field/lab workers.
Participations for the implementation of surveillance and mosquito control measures.
Management of surveillance and mosquito control applications 2.

Municipalities
Mosquito abatement
agencies (public or private)
1The Ministry in charge of environment may contribute to wildlife surveys. 2Mosquito control measures can also be conducted
by pest control companies if previously trained in mosquito control applications and subject to external quality control.
Note. Reprinted from Guidelines for the surveillance of invasive mosquitoes in Europe, by European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control, Retrieved from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22971331

Outbreak preparedness
The second part of this component is outbreak preparedness, which is acknowledged in both the
Global Strategy and the IMS-Dengue. According to the WHO (2012), an effective response depends on
contingency plans which are widely distributed, completely understood and pre-tested prior to an
epidemic. Relevant agencies and sectors should be included in the plan. Important parts of the
response are the logistic capability to handle all the incoming patients, medical equipment and
facilities, political matters, administration, attempts to control vectors and communication with the
involved stakeholders and the mass media. The aims, objectives and scope of the Dengue response
plan should be formulated clearly. Moreover, it should be clear which agency has the lead
(coordinator), which other agencies are directly responsible for certain parts of the plan and which
“support” agencies may provide their help after an epidemic. Resources and costs should also be
recognised and each agency involved in the plan should have a specific role and clear responsibilities.
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In case a new Dengue vector or serotype, an extremely high case-fatality rate or a first confirmation of
Dengue in a formerly disease-free region is discovered, the WHO may need to be consulted or notified.
The WHO can choose to send an international Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network team of
experts to this region to help.
In countries where Dengue is endemic, the response plan should focus on decreasing the risk that
Dengue is transmitted and on sustaining control measures. In countries where Dengue vectors are
present, but the virus is not circulating, the response plan should also concentrate on measures to
decrease the risk of Dengue transmission. Measures should involve fast investigation of cases (to
assess if they are acquired locally or imported), monitoring of Dengue vectors (especially in areas with
cases), integrated vector management and social mobilisation. In countries at risk of Dengue vector
introduction, the response plan should focus on entomological surveillance, on PoEs (such as airports
and ports) and on educating the community and medical care providers. Education should address the
risk of acquiring Dengue when travelling, its diagnosis and the requirements for reporting Dengue
(World Health Organization, 2012a).

Diagnosis and case management
According to the WHO (2012), diagnosis and case management is another component of tiger
mosquito-related disease prevention. It concerns the implementation of suitable and timely clinical
management. This involves early clinical diagnosis and laboratory diagnosis, intravenous rehydration
(to treat cases of dehydration caused by Dengue), training of staff and reorganisation of hospitals.
Having a well-managed frontline response decreases the number of unneeded hospital admissions,
prevents severe Dengue from progressing and saves lives (World Health Organization, 2012a). This is
also emphasised in the IMS-Dengue. According to the PAHO (2018, p.30), “The key is early recognition
of warning signs at the various phases of the disease, which enables a rational approach to case
management and good outcomes”. Early laboratory diagnosis is particularly important, as symptoms
of Dengue can easily be confused with symptoms of other MBDs, such as Chikungunya and Zika (World
Health Organization, 2012a). The laboratory also plays a key role, because it is crucial to know which
viruses and which serotypes of Dengue are circulating in different countries and to assess the incidence
of Dengue plus its burden of disease (Pan American Health Association, 2018). Furthermore, training
medical as well as non-medical staff is essential for the clinical management of Dengue. Training
materials should be evidence-based and include courses on Dengue. Communities should also be
informed about early signs of Dengue, so that they seek health-care earlier. Finally, hospitals should
be prepared for an outbreak situation as well as for the arrival of vaccines and its implications (World
Health Organization, 2012a).

Integrated vector management
The third component of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention which emerged from the literature
is integrated vector management. Effective measures to control Dengue vectors are crucial to reaching
and sustaining a reduction in the morbidity which can be attributed to Dengue (Pan American Health
Association, 2018; World Health Organization, 2012a). Vector control measures aim to decrease the
transmission of Dengue, thereby reducing the incidence of Dengue infection and preventing outbreaks.
A vector control intervention should be sustained with good monitoring and evaluation. The WHO
promotes the adoption of its integrated vector management approach to vector control (World Health
Organization, 2004).
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This approach aims to improve the cost-effectiveness, efficacy, sustainability and ecological soundness
of the interventions to control Dengue. It encourages the use of insecticides combined with other
interventions to prevent and control Dengue (World Health Organization, 2012a).
According to Medlock et al. (2012), a combination of techniques for vector management is the optimal
strategy to control tiger mosquitoes. Such techniques can include: insecticides; trapping; source
reduction; genetic sterilisation; biocontrol; and community engagement. Additional techniques may
be available as well. For Dengue control to be cost-effective and sustainable, community-based action
is essential (Mustafa et al., 2015). Integrated vector management uses the efforts of the public sector,
private sector and the local community. It empowers the local community, resulting in behaviour
change (Mustafa et al., 2015). The aforementioned vector control techniques are described in the next
paragraphs.
Insecticides
Chemical control of mosquitoes can be undertaken by using either natural or synthetic chemicals
(insecticides) (Ahmed et al., 2019). Insecticides are substances that are used to kill insects such as
mosquitoes. They can be used by professionals as well as homeowners. Insecticides include larvicides
and adulticides (Ahmed et al., 2019). Larvicides are products which are used for killing larvae before
they develop into biting adult mosquitoes. In case certain spots of standing water cannot be drained
or dumped, then a larvicide can be used as a means to kill the larvae. These can be directly applied to
water in which mosquitoes lay eggs (Ahmed et al., 2019). Professionals can for example apply larvicides
to treat water-holding structures in public spaces. The public can also make use of larvicides, for
instance for fountains or pool covers in their back yard. Adulticides are products that are used for killing
adult mosquitoes, which can transmit MBDs. Adulticides are used in the form of obscuring and spraying
of adult mosquitoes to decrease their numbers (Ahmed et al., 2019). Insecticides in general have
shown to be effective in a variety of contexts. However, the development of insecticide resistance in
Aedes mosquito populations (including the tiger mosquito) remains a big challenge for vector control
(Baldacchino et al., 2015; Benelli et al., 2016). More information about insecticide resistance can be
found in Box 6. In 2008, a gene resistant to insecticides was detected in tiger mosquito populations on
La Reunion Island (Tantely et al., 2010).
Box 6. Insecticide resistance management
Insecticide resistance is defined as “an inherited ability of a population to survive an insecticide dose that
would normally have proven lethal to individuals of a susceptible population of the same species
administrated under the same conditions” (Oppenoorth & Welling, 1976). It can develop if insecticides are
repeatedly used over a longer period of time. This means that an insecticide product no longer works or only
works partially. The panel of insecticides which can be used for public health is extremely limited (Dusfour et
al., 2019). Furthermore, insecticides are used in most mosquito control strategies and are of utter importance
during an emergency outbreak (Dusfour et al., 2019). Timely implementation of insecticide resistance
management (IRM) is essential if we want to keep using the arsenal of effective insecticides. The objectives
of IRM are to prevent insecticide resistance among susceptible mosquito populations, to slow down its
evolution or to reverse it. IRM begins by monitoring resistance and at the same assessing its impact on
mosquito control interventions. If resistance is discovered before it has operational effects, a variety of IRM
strategies can be employed (Dusfour et al., 2019).
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Insecticide-treated bed nets have proved highly effective in preventing MBDs. However, bed nets only
protect against mosquitoes which bite during the night (McGraw & O’Neill, 2013). As the tiger
mosquito is a day-time biter, this measure is not effective (Baldacchino et al., 2017).
Trapping
Another vector control measure is trapping. Traps are often used to survey or monitor a mosquito
population (Baldacchino et al., 2015). One way to decrease the number of adult mosquitoes is mass
trapping while using odour baits (Kline, 2007). A well-known trapping method is the lethal ovitrap. A
lethal ovitrap is a tool that attracts gravid female mosquitoes and kills them. It is a small container
which is filled with water and contains either larvicides or adulticides. Larvicidal ovitraps only kill larvae,
while adulticidal ovitraps kill the adult mosquitoes which may carry diseases (Baldacchino et al., 2015).
The use of lethal ovitraps has resulted in an effective reduction of the number of yellow fever
mosquitoes in Brazil and Peru (Baldacchino et al., 2015). Another trapping method is the sticky ovitrap.
This trap consists of a container similar to the lethal ovitrap. While the lethal ovitrap contains an
insecticide, the sticky ovitrap contains a sticky strip that captures and kills female adult mosquitoes
when they land in the container (Baldacchino et al., 2015).
Source reduction
Source reduction of larval environments can be seen as an effective control measure for mosquitoes,
because it eliminates their breeding habitat (Medlock et al., 2012). It can have a large effect on the
distribution of tiger mosquito larvae in an area (Bartlett-Healy et al., 2011). However, tiger mosquitoes
are able to use many different kinds of containers or similar objects as a breeding site. This makes
source reduction challenging (Medlock et al., 2012). It can also be difficult to access private areas,
which again makes source reduction hard to achieve (Medlock et al., 2012). Source reduction can also
be used as a community-based approach. Community participation is then an essential element of
vector control (Bartlett-Healy et al., 2011). This can involve source reduction by removal of standing
water outside of the home (Bartlett-Healy et al., 2011). It can also involve emptying or turning over
water-holding containers, such as buckets, planters or birdbaths, or covering storage containers
(Bartlett-Healy et al., 2011). Besides individual source reduction, community clean-up campaigns for
the removal of mosquito breeding habitats have resulted in significant reductions in the number of
adult mosquitoes, as was the case for the yellow fever mosquito in Singapore (McGraw & O’Neill,
2013).
Genetic sterilisation
The sterile insect technique (SIT) is another cost-effective and proven technique for the suppression
or eradication of mosquito populations, or to prevent that certain areas are invaded or re-invaded
(Alphey et al., 2010). With this technique, large numbers of sterile male mosquitoes are released. Prior
to their release, the male mosquitoes are exposed to sterilising chemicals or y-irradiation. This
damages the mosquitoes’ chromosomes and sperm, making them sterile. To be able to adopt this
method, large numbers of mosquitoes are needed and male and female mosquitoes need to be
separated (Baldacchino et al., 2015). Preliminary studies conducted in Italy have shown that using SIT
against tiger mosquitoes in Europe is feasible to restrain natural populations (Bellini et al., 2007, 2013).
Biocontrol
Finally, biological control or “biocontrol” concerns the use of natural enemies to control invasive
mosquito populations. Biocontrol strategies are important because they help decrease the use of
insecticides, which is currently the predominant strategy for mosquito control (Benelli et al., 2016).
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Natural enemies which feed on mosquito larvae and pupae can be very effective at reducing mosquito
populations in certain conditions (Benelli et al., 2016). This is demonstrated by the successful
elimination of yellow fever mosquito populations in Vietnam, which is the predominant vector of
DENV. In 1993, copepods were introduced for mosquito control into a village in Northern Vietnam.
Seven years later, in 2000, the yellow fever mosquito was eliminated from the surrounding areas of
the village and DENV transmission was no longer discovered. Multiple Vietnamese communities still
undertake these type of biocontrol strategies. However, not all larval habitats of different mosquito
species are suitable for copepods. Other natural predators of mosquitoes include several types of fish,
water bugs and amphibians (Benelli et al., 2016).
Besides natural enemies, the pathogenic bacterium Bti has been widely used to control mosquito
populations, given its ability to selectively kill mosquito larvae. Bti and other pathogens, among which
entomopathogenic fungi, could be effective in future programmes to control mosquito populations.
The Wolbachia endosymbiotic bacteria belongs to the most promising new strategies. This strategy
has been used to reduce the transmission of DENV. Although promising, more large-scale trials are
necessary to assess whether Wolbachia-based strategies can effectively reduce mosquito populations.
A combination of biocontrol strategies may be needed (Benelli et al., 2016).

Future vaccine implementation
Another component of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention acknowledged in both the Global
Strategy and the IMS-Dengue is future vaccine implementation. The development of a vaccine for
Dengue has received great interest and support by researchers as well as funding agencies, policy
makers and vaccine manufacturers. More information about the current state of vaccine
developments for CHIKV, ZIKV and DENV can be found in Box 7. Planning for the best implementation
of vaccine delivery possible should already be focused on now. Strategies to prevent and control
Dengue should involve vaccines as an important component to anticipate and prepare for (World
Health Organization, 2012a). For one, it is important to make sure that vaccination is properly
integrated with other interventions to prevent Dengue.
Box 7. Current state of vaccine developments for CHIKV, ZIKV and DENV
Although many CHIKV vaccine candidates are currently in the stages of pre-clinical or clinical development,
none of these vaccines have been tested in humans yet (Sanyaolu et al., 2019). This means that there is
currently no vaccine available to prevent Chikungunya (Sanyaolu et al., 2019). The same goes for Zika
(Sanyaolu et al., 2019). The development of a vaccine for DENV has been more successful. As of 2018, a
vaccine has become available to prevent Dengue in humans, called CYT-TDV (brand name Dengvaxia®). This
is now the most advanced vaccine which has known efficacy and results (Sanyaolu et al., 2019; Wilder-Smith,
2019). Dengvaxia® is licenced and available in some countries in the world. It is also authorised for use in the
European Union. It has shown to be effective at reducing the number of Dengue disease cases in persons
between 9 and 45 years old who have previously been infected with DENV (Wilder-Smith, 2019). However,
the value of the vaccine is limited, because it may worsen outcomes for people who have not been previously
infected with DENV (Cohen, 2019). The manufacturer of Dengvaxia®, Sanofi Pasteur, reported in 2017 that
persons who receive the vaccine but who have not had a previous infection of DENV could be at risk of
developing severe Dengue in case they get Dengue after they are vaccinated (Cohen, 2019). Therefore, the
WHO and Sanofi Pasteur recommend that the vaccine is only given to people who have had a confirmed prior
DENV infection (Cohen, 2019). Despite the promising clinical trials for Dengvaxia®, a vaccine which is
completely safe and effective is yet to be developed (Sanyaolu et al., 2019). A Dengue vaccine is effective
when it protects against all of the infecting serotypes of DENV (Mustafa et al., 2015).
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Preparation is also needed for decision-making about the introduction and use of a Dengue vaccine in
the future. Lastly, investments should be made in proper surveillance systems and the safety
monitoring of a Dengue vaccine (World Health Organization, 2012a).

Research
Basic, operational and implementation research is also a component of tiger mosquito-related disease
prevention mentioned in the Global Strategy as well as the IMS-Dengue (Pan American Health
Association, 2018; World Health Organization, 2012a). Research should focus on enhancing the
efficacy, sustainability, cost-effectiveness and increased use of already existing control measures and
upcoming new control measures. Furthermore, new diagnostic tools and measures to control Dengue
vectors are needed, as well as sustained community participation. Important areas for research are
improving the clinical management of extreme Dengue cases, developing tests which can diagnose
cases early in clinics, improving the management of early response during an epidemic, developing and
evaluating Dengue vaccines and integrating it with other measures, identifying indicators for higher
Dengue outbreak risk and integrated management of resistance to insecticides (World Health
Organization, 2012a).

Enabling factors for effective implementation
Advocacy and resource mobilisation
The first enabling factor for effective implementation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention
which emerged from the literature is advocacy and resource mobilisation. According to the PAHO
(2018), advocacy involves communication, persuasion, dissemination and convincing activities which
should reach all community levels in order to make everyone aware of the importance of tiger
mosquito-related disease prevention. In the Global Strategy, it is described that the WHO should take
the lead in stimulating global advocacy (World Health Organization, 2012a). Advocacy plans should
integrate with national and regional offices, to improve resource mobilisation and support from the
political sector (World Health Organization, 2012a). In the regions of Asia, the Pacific and the Americas,
this is needed to implement the Global Strategy. In the European, African and Eastern Mediterranean
region, it should help with capacity-building. Advocacy campaigns for resource mobilisation and
political support must be developed at the national or regional level. They should focus on the public
sector, the private sector (infrastructure of sanitation and water), and sectors engaging in the
development of new materials for the prevention of Dengue (World Health Organization, 2012a). The
IMS-Dengue emphasises that above all, the population is the most important actor to make sure that
community-based interventions are sustainable (Pan American Health Association, 2018).
The lack of resources is one of the major problems with regard to vector control strategies. Only few
programmes in the Region of the Americas have the resources required to perform vector surveillance
and control (Pan American Health Association, 2018). Therefore, plans must be made in advance to
ensure an adequate response, keeping in mind that this requires sustainable strategies with large
investments in the environmental and social spheres (Pan American Health Association, 2018).

Partnerships, coordination and collaboration
A second enabling factor which is required for effective implementation of tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention is partnerships, coordination and collaboration.
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According to both the Global Strategy and the IMS-Dengue, interagency as well as multi-sectoral
preparedness and response is required for a Dengue control programme to be effective (Pan American
Health Association, 2018; World Health Organization, 2012a). This should be stimulated in all endemic
countries.
Furthermore, the many organisations involved in Dengue research or control are often not connected
with each other. As cited from the IMS-Dengue: “The problem of Dengue is one of such overwhelming
magnitude and technical complexity that the health sector cannot respond effectively by itself” (Pan
American Health Association, 2018, p.47). It would be beneficial to create networks for collaboration,
coordination and partnership. On the national level, an intersectoral approach is needed. This means
that coordination is required between the Ministry of Health, other involved governmental agencies
or ministries, non-governmental organisations, the private sector (including health care providers) and
local communities. Furthermore, intra-sectoral and intersectoral collaboration creates a platform for
networking between agencies and departments (World Health Organization, 2012a).

Communication and public education
Another enabling factor which emerged from the literature is communication and public education in
order to achieve behavioural outcomes. Communication is a crucial element for effective
implementation of tiger mosquito-related disease prevention. Although communication is considered
a cross-cutting theme in the IMS-Dengue, not much attention is paid to it content-wise. The Global
Strategy on the other hand extensively describes this enabling factor (World Health Organization,
2012a). The WHO has adopted the Communication for Behavioural Impact (COMBI) strategy. This is a
planning methodology for the design and implementation of communication strategies focused on
behaviour. The goal of COMBI is to change behaviours related to Dengue and other vector-borne
diseases. COMBI could be used in programmes to control Dengue. Examples include correct use of
insecticides in households, increasing community mobilisation for eliminating mosquito breeding
habitats, reporting and diagnosis of Dengue cases and acceptance of a vaccination for Dengue in the
future. More information about public education campaigns to control Dengue can be found in Box 8.
Box 8. Public education campaigns to control Dengue
Public education campaigns can be very beneficial in vector control within communities (Bartlett-Healy et al.,
2011). According to Mustafa, Rasotgi, Jain, and Gupta (2015), the role that education, information and
communication materials have in Dengue control cannot be emphasised enough. One aspect of public
education can be teaching people about potential breeding habitats of mosquitoes, for example near the
home. It is important to make the public aware of these breeding habitats, to motivate them and to teach
them how to eliminate these. This can be an effective tool to reduce mosquito breeding (Bartlett-Healy et
al., 2011). On top of that, educating people about how to avoid mosquito bites can help to prevent MBDs.
One measure to protect against mosquito bites is using insect repellent (Medlock et al., 2012). It is
recommended to use an insect repellent with DEET or another similar active ingredient (Benelli et al., 2016).
Besides repellent, wearing long-sleeved shirts and long pants can be a measure to protect against mosquito
bites (Medlock et al., 2012). Children can also be the focus of public education. Dengue prevention
programmes at schools can educate children about the risks of Aedes mosquitoes and measures to prevent
MBDs (Mustafa et al., 2015). An intervention aimed at educating primary school children in Brazil has shown
to be successful at increasing awareness of the importance of taking preventive measures against the yellow
fever mosquito and Dengue (Madeira, Macharelli, Pedras, & Delfino, 2002).
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Furthermore, functional communication on the programme level should be supported, for instance to
improve the coordination of the technical elements. External communication should also be supported
which is connected to population outcomes, for example making messages and spreading these by
means of mass media. An example of an infographic is shown in Figure 12. Besides infographics, the
WHO publishes large amounts of information on their website and regularly posts messages on
Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn to inform citizens.

Figure 12. Protection measures against vector-borne diseases. Reprinted from Infographic vector-borne diseases, by World
Health Organization South-East Asia Regional Office, 2018, Retrieved from
https://www.facebook.com/WHOSEARO/photos/a.514495888681056/1280489265415044/?type=1&theater.

In addition, the WHO (World Health Organization, 2012a) promotes the use of specific, measurable,
appropriate, realistic and time-bound (SMART) communication in outbreak response. This is necessary
for:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Senior managers and policy makers – to prioritise control interventions and divide resources;
Event managers – to collect the data needed to evaluate the event, to recognise if
interventions are helpful and what additional inputs are needed to control the event;
Rapid response teams – to speak with response partners, patients, care workers and public
health officials and implement the right control interventions;
Risk communication staff – to create and implement strategies for risk communication to
prepare stakeholders for response; and
Health promotion staff – to create and implement interventions targeted at the behaviour of
communities to prepare them for interventions and encourage risk reduction.

Capacity-building
Capacity-building is another enabling factor for effective implementation of tiger mosquito-related
disease prevention which emerged from the literature. It is mentioned in both the Global Strategy and
the IMS-Dengue.
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First of all, a sufficient number of staff members who have the right knowledge and skills is required,
and who can access the right instruments and facilities to implement, monitor and evaluate the control
programme for Dengue. Epidemiologists, vector control staff, communication experts, social scientists,
public health entomologists and health care staff must work closely together. Training activities should
focus on working in multidisciplinary teams and on the needs of the different groups of staff.
Additionally, it is crucial that Dengue control interventions are sustained and continued. Planners,
programme managers and decision-makers might have difficulties with prioritising Dengue control in
times without epidemics. This, because Dengue control is often part of a broader control programme
for all communicable diseases. They should be able to reach out to a team of technical experts.
Prevention and control programmes for Dengue need a participatory approach focused on the local
level. Partnerships between decision-makers and community leaders should be built to improve
collaboration and communication (World Health Organization, 2012a).

Monitoring and evaluation
Finally, monitoring and evaluation is an enabling factor for effective implementation of tiger mosquitorelated disease prevention, acknowledged in both the Global Strategy and the IMS-Dengue (Pan
American Health Association, 2018; World Health Organization, 2012a). Monitoring and evaluation
should be a component of every Dengue control programme and outbreak response plan. For effective
implementation of the tiger mosquito-related disease prevention, it is essential to have a well-working
monitoring and evaluation system. This guides the programme’s planning and implementation, it
evaluates the its effectiveness, it determines which areas can be improved and it improves the
allocation of resources. Monitoring and evaluation should be more integrated and strengthened. This
can be achieved by training programmes that can be used at the national as well as the international
level. Indicators for epidemiology, use of resources, behaviour and entomology should be developed
which can be measured in a systematic and objective way. Additionally, the WHO (2012) recommends
using one national system for the collection, analysis, interpretation and use of monitoring and
evaluation data. To improve the quality and coherence of data, collective indicators, clear-cut methods
to collect data and homogenous analysis and understanding are required. Indicators should at least
include the following five: the number of suspected cases of Dengue; the number of severe cases of
Dengue; the number of Dengue cases confirmed by the laboratory; the number of deaths from severe
Dengue; and the serotype that is circulating (World Health Organization, 2012a).
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Appendix B
Organisation and strategic approach in Italy and Thailand
Italy
The tiger mosquito was introduced in Italy in 1991 and is now widely present all over the country
(Capelli et al., 2011). Tiger mosquitoes are particularly present in population centres, where they can
reach a very high density during high season. Given the climatological conditions of Italy, sporadic
outbreaks of Chikungunya are most likely to take place during summer time (generally between June
and October). Such an outbreak can occur when imported cases are followed by autochthonous
disease transmission through tiger mosquitoes (Vairo et al., 2018). Although travellers returning from
endemic countries have been diagnosed with Chikungunya in multiple European countries, including
Italy, local transmission of CHIKV via mosquitoes had not occurred yet before 2007 (Liumbruno et al.,
2008). More information about the first Chikungunya outbreak can be found in Box 9. Additional
information about the Chikungunya outbreak in 2017 can be found in Box 10.
Box 9. Chikungunya outbreak 2007
Between July and August 2007, the first autochthonous Chikungunya outbreak of Europe occurred in Italy
(Liumbruno et al., 2008). The disease was introduced by a male traveller returning from India (Liumbruno et
al., 2008). During the month of August 2007, the local health authority of the Ravenna district informed the
Italian National Institute of Health about an outbreak of febrile illness in two villages of this district (Rezza,
2018). An outbreak investigation was conducted to find out about the source of infection, the transmission
mode and the dynamics of the outbreak. Furthermore, an active surveillance system was set up (Liumbruno
et al., 2008). After various tests, the confirmed diagnosis was Chikungunya. The CHIKV was also found in tiger
mosquitoes (Angelini et al., 2007).
In total, 217 cases of CHIKV infection were found between 4 July and 28 September 2007 (Liumbruno et al.,
2008). Most patients experienced fairly mild, self-limiting symptoms. Symptoms included fever, a macular
rash and severe joint pain. Of the 2017 cases, one death occurred in a man of 83 years old who had a serious
underlying health condition (Angelini et al., 2007).

Box 10. Chikungunya outbreak 2017
In 2017, an outbreak of autochthonous Chikungunya occurred in Italy. The outbreak contained three clusters
of autochthonous CHIKV transmission in the region of Lazio, in the cities Rome, Anzio and Latina. A secondary
cluster was observed in the region of Calabria in the South of Italy. The outbreak in the Lazio region contained
192 confirmed cases, and the Calabria region added another 74 confirmed cases (Vairo et al., 2018).
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Information about the control measures which were adopted in Rapallo and Genoa in 2019 as a result
of Dengue cases can be found in Box 11.
Box 11. Control measures in Rapallo and Genoa 2019
On 29 August 2019, the media reported on a case of Dengue in Rapallo, Italy. A young woman was
hospitalised with a high fever, headache and bone pain. She had acquired Dengue in the Filipins. Immediately,
emergency measures were employed, because an invasive mosquito present in the area could have bitten
the woman and infected other people. In large parts of the city of Rapallo, streets were sprayed with
adulticides (Ilsecoloxix.it, 2019; Ligurianotizie.it, 2019).
On 24 September 2019, another imported case of Dengue was reported in Genoa. After returning from a trip
to Sri Lanka, a woman reported the first symptoms of Dengue and was hospitalised for a week. For that
reason, a major spraying operation was initiated to prevent any secondary cases of Dengue. The aim was to
rapidly lower the density of tiger mosquitoes in the area where the infected citizen was working, to protect
public health. The treatment took place during the night of 26 and 27 September. The inhabitants of the
streets that were treated, had to keep their windows closed until 7.00 am the following morning (19
September). Animals had to be kept in the home, any linen or clothing hanging outside had to be collected
and furniture or toys laying outside had to be covered. Furthermore, fruit and vegetables growing in people’s
gardens or on people’s balconies had to be washed before consuming. Lastly, watering of gardens and plants
had to be limited to enhance the effectiveness of the treatments (Primocanale.it, 2019).

Thailand
Between 2000 and 2011, the number of reported Dengue cases ranged from 10,000 up to 140,000
cases per year (Limkittikul, Brett, & L’Azou, 2014). Although the yellow fever mosquito is the principal
vector in Thailand, the tiger mosquito is also widespread across Thailand (Phanitchat et al., 2019). In
Thailand, the transmission pattern of Dengue is highly seasonal. Transmission is highest during the
rainy season, which is from May to October. However, Dengue has the tendency to circulate
throughout the whole year in the Bangkok Metropolitan Administration region. In this region,
transmission is again highest during the rainy season (Srichan et al., 2018).
Major outbreaks of Dengue occurred in 1958, 1987, 1998, 2001, 2013 and 2015. Within those
outbreaks, all four serotypes of the disease were identified. Additional information about the first
Dengue outbreak and its extremely high case-fatality rate can be found in Box 12.
Box 12. First Dengue outbreak in Thailand 1958
In 1958, Thailand suffered from its first outbreak of Dengue. In total, 2,158 cases were reported of which 300
people died, making the case-fatality rate as high as 13.9 percent (World Health Organization South-East Asia
Regional Office, 1998). A few years after the outbreak, guidelines were developed at Bangkok’s Children’s
Hospital for the diagnosis and management of Dengue. Early diagnosis along with quick detection of shock
with good disease management had a major effect on the prognosis of Dengue. These guidelines were
adopted throughout Thailand and have caused the case-fatality rate to decrease from 13.9 percent to less
than 1 percent. These criteria for the diagnosis and management of Dengue were adopted by the WHO in
1975. In turn, the WHO spread it for global use (Kalayanarooj & Rothman, 2017).
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The age group of 13-24 year olds typically has the highest incidence. Incidence is also highest in urban
rather than rural areas (Phanitchat et al., 2019). Cases of Dengue are reported by the Bureau of
Epidemiology from the Thai Ministry of Public Health (MoPH), via the national surveillance system.
According to Srichan et al. (2018), the Thai MoPH has achieved only a limited amount of success with
regard to the control of Dengue. More information about the reporting system for Dengue in Bangkok
can be found in Box 13.
Box 13. Reporting system for Dengue in Bangkok
The reporting system for Dengue cases in the Bangkok Metropolitan Authority area works as follows. A
suspected case from a Thai community reaches a hospital (self-report), the hospital usually confirms the case
within a day. This is based on clinical symptoms as well as a laboratory test, which is according to the WHO
guidelines (2012). If a case is confirmed, it will be reported online in the Thai surveillance system R506. This
is done in the form of an electronic form, also called Epi-net. In this way, the Thai MoPH will be notified. After
that, the MoPH will process this data towards the national surveillance database. The report should take
place within 24 hours of the confirmation of Dengue. Then, the District officer arranges a team to spray the
patients house and surrounding houses. Approxiamately 50 to 60 houses are sprayed. The community
committees may or may not be asked for collaboration, depending on the district (Srichan et al., 2018).

Note. Flowchart of the reporting system for Dengue in Bangkok. The rounded rectangles illustrate the process of reporting
and the diamond-shaped boxes illustrate the fumigation scheme. Copied from (Srichan et al., 2018)
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Appendix C
Tasks and responsibilities of the actors involved in the control of exotic mosquitoes
Table 9. Description of the preceding flowchart. Start: left, above the legend.

Alert from the CMV: an invasive mosquito is found in the green space.
It concerns a species that needs to be eradicated. The highest
probability is that the finding is related to a company which trades in
used tires or was found in the national mosquito survey. It is also
possible that the mosquito was found by individuals. For the latter,
some form of confirmation is needed.
The CMV composes a standard “signal notification” which is
forwarded to the coordinator of mosquito control (NVWA). The
coordinator passes on the notification to the head inspector of
Division Agriculture and Nature (NVWA), who then forwards the
notification to the LCI (RIVM).
The LCI forwards the message to the director (vector response team).

The vector response team (RIVM) informs the GGD from the region
where the invasive mosquito was found (pre-notification).
The vector response team (RIVM) prepares a document which serves
as advice for the decision-making of the Ministry of Health, Welfare
and Sport: “vector control or not”.

Based on the given advice from the vector response team and
(possibly) other factors taken into consideration, the Ministry of
Health, Welfare and Sport makes a decision about whether or not to
execute mosquito control.

If the decision is to perform mosquito control, the Ministry of Health,
Welfare and Sport asks the Ministry of Infrastructure and
Environment to grant and exemption for the use of biocides.
The vector response team (RIVM) gives the “go” for mosquito control
to the coordinator of mosquito control (NVWA). The response team
also informs international stakeholders (ECDC/WHO), reports the
decision of mosquito control to the involved GGD and informs the
different relevant departments within the own organisation.
The coordinator of mosquito control (NVWA) organises a Technical
Advice Team (TAT) to prepare the control. The company in question
is informed about the finding and the subsequent control by the
NVWA inspector via a letter.
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The coordinator of mosquito control contacts the involved GGD. The
GGD informs the involved municipality and proposes a meeting
between the mayor, a communication worker, a representative of the
GGD, the control coordinator, an expert from the CMV and possibly
the RIVM. The GGD becomes the reporting point for questions related
to the use of biocides and relevant MBDs. The GGD makes
information available on her website.
The CMV starts intensive surveillance.

The coordinator of mosquito control (NVWA) informs head inspector
Agriculture and Nature (NVWA) and the relevant departments within
the own organisation.
The coordinator of the mosquito control gives the order to perform
intensive surveillance and, depending on the decision-making, to
start the mosquito control.
Note. Reprinted from Finding exotic mosquito: What now? NVWA sequence of operations, by Centre for Monitoring of
Vectors, 2014.
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Appendix D
Vector management in the Netherlands
To know where and how tiger mosquito control should be performed, detailed information about the
situation is collected through intensive surveillance. Intensive surveillance includes:
(i)
(ii)

At the company: weekly change of the mosquito trap nets and intensive sampling of living
larvae in weeks 0, 3 and 9; and
In the environment: placement of extra mosquito traps (Figure 13, situation 1) with weekly
change of the mosquito trap nets, and in the 500 metres surrounding the company,
intensive sampling of living larvae and if possible removal of larval breeding habitats.

If after this, another exotic mosquito is discovered in the environmental zone, 200 and 500 metres
circles will again be drawn around the finding. In that way, the environmental zone is enlarged (Figure
13, situation 2 and 3). Extra traps are placed in the newly formed 200 metres zone. At the location of
the finding and in its direct environment (200 metres), exotic adult mosquitoes are eradicated. This is
done by atomisation of a pyrethroid (Aqua K-Othrine), which is a poisonous adulticidal product.
Besides the use of a pyrethroid, suitable breeding habitats are removed in a radius of 500 metres. In
places where this is not possible, a biological product (larvicide) is applied.
For the control of exotic mosquitoes in the green space, two types of larvicides were advised in 2010:
VectoBac WG and VectoMax (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2012). Suitable
breeding habitats which cannot be removed are treated with VectoMax, while suitable breeding
habitats which are difficult to reach are treated with VectoBac WG. Aqua-K-Othrine and VectoBac WG
are applied in the form of an ultra-low volume spray. Therefore, only a small amount of the product is
needed to spray an area. Special spraying equipment is needed. VectoMax is available in the form of
grains which have a long-lasting larvicidal effect and which can be manually placed in potential
breeding habitats (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment, 2012).
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Figure 13. Placement of mosquito traps at infected companies and in its environment. Reprinted from Staat van
infectieziekten in Nederland 2018, by National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (2018c), Retrieved from
https://www.rivm.nl/publicaties/staat-van-infectieziekten-in-nederland-2018.
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